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Leafing through one of our fellow school magazines recently, I stumbled upon the editorial, which 
concerned itself with the changing behaviour of the pupil during his school career. The piece was 
written like a third-former's entry to a "Watchdog" creative-writing competition, but the idea behi.nd 
it provoked me to a lot of thought about the attitudes and impulses of the Shirburnian (the boy, not 
the magazine). Herein, I propose to examine the reactions, attitudes, emotions, tastes and beliefs 
of the young man, and then to leave you to draw your own conclusion. 

The Shirbumian's attitude to authority is really not what he thinks it is. While he is sure he is 
giving the impression of just the right degree of revolt, he still tells people that he doesn't mind his 
house master that much, using him only as a scapegoat for all his problems. The pupil likes his teachers 
on the whole and can spot the good points through the bad. The teacher who shows he is aware of 
his own fallibility as a human being will last a while yet, but he who tries too hard to identify with 
his pupils will touch a sensitive area and find himself snubbed. 

The approach to work is typical of the adolescent reluctance to exhibit any sort of sustained 
industry. He'll stop procrastinating tomorrow. The work which will be done first on a night when 
four essays are due before break the next day, is the piece for the master whose punishment for 
tardiness in producing work will carry the most weight. Fear is a concept which plays an under-rated 
role in the work of the Shirbumian, and likewise the wish to please. A boy taking "A" levels in (say) 
English, History and History of Art must, by necessity, employ five different styles of writing because 
the requirements for success with one teacher are the recipe for failure with another. In order to 
rema.in in everybody's favour, the Shirburnian must be an academic chameleon. 

The tastes and artistic appreciation of the Shirbumian go hand in hand, because taste is, to this 
young man , exclusively artistic, and everyth.ing existing outside this wall is "rubbish", "pretentious", 
"banal", "unimportant". "boring" or, worst of all "conventional". The music he listens to must be 
dependable "mature" all-purpose "Oh I can see he's got the right idea" stuff (but NOT classical 
music). An alternative to the aforesaid general-purpose music is the obscure, jarring sort of "wail 
and screech" sound which has recently come out of its festering-place beneath the stones of north 
London. This is the conscientious, earnest music which is all about teenage suicide, the fine art of 
posturing, or problems like "I can't afford to buy a fall-out shelter". With obscure names like Pink 
Military, the Reluctant Stereotypes and the Dead Kennedys, no-one can be reasonably expected to 
know a great deal about these groups, but to know the names is to have a secure foot-hold in the 
sheer cliff-face of trendin~ss. 

While books and literature do come under the taste/arts umbrella , they are not quite in the same 
bracket as records and music, nor are they wont to provoke the Shirburnian into wild, emotional 
bouts of argument over personal taste (something which records do, I have noticed). The boy's book
shelf is usually pitifully stocked. Books will .include copies of his two "0" level English Literature 
texts, one edition of C. S. Lewis' ''The Screwtape Letters" (untouched), given as a confumation 
present, "Darkness at Noon" which looked like a good read but which was neither started nor ever 
returned to the English block, and finally the obligatory "dirty classic", usually either "The Story 
of 0", "Candy" or "Last Exit to Brooklyn". Sadly, the average pupil at this fine establishment is a 
cultural dwarf, and likewise are most of the girls with whom he "Deals". 
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"Her face belongs to Helen of Troy" thinks the infatuated Shirburnian as he drifts to sleep; but 
her eyes belong to the Wooden Horse. Woody Allen, in "Annie Hall" says all there is to be said 
about relations between many Shirbumians and the fair sex. "How do you explain your happiness 
together?" "Oh, I'm shallow, mindless. I have nothing to say; she's just the same. Our relationship 
is entirely physical. We get along fine." 

This portrait is making it painfully apparent that the Shirbumian is something of a soul-less 
philistine, and to describe his conversation will only serve to emphasize tltis point. In his speech, 
a joke, a belief, an opinion, or a prejudice occasionally floats quietly out towards the listener through 
a thin drizzle of expletives. This boy laughs at blue jokes, the misfortune of others, blasphemy and 
black humour (the darker, the funnier). Depression comes when he "has been caught", when he falls 
from the wooden-eyed goddess' grace, or when he has too much work. At such moments he should 
be able to tum to God, but no: his only concern with religion is that weekday chapel services should 
be voluntary. 

liere is a composite of the most frequentlY, recurring traits in the Shirbumian make-up, a narrow 
but competent portrait, a fictional "average'. I draw no conclusions. Whether I am correct in my 
picture or not, that is entirely a matter for you. 

John Patterson 
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SHERBORNE DIARY 

Elsewhere in this hallowed periodical C.H.R.N. gives his resume of the events of last Commemora
tion, and , in doing so, robs the Diarist of what is reckoned to be his biggest space filler. So what of 
the rest of the Trinity tenn? Is it true that it pales in comparison with its culminatory three days' 
narcissism? 

We shall see. 

The first event to be given capital letters in the blue book (OBVIOUSLY SIGNIFYING IMPOR
TANCE) was the school photograph. Coming as it does only twice a decade and once in a school 
career, everybody is concerned to make the very best of it. [ myself was disappointed by the final 
tableau of postures and grimaces worthy of the Miss Universe contest. Even worse, all I could see of 
myself was my eyebrows. Surprising for a school this size was the remarkable lack of ingenuity shown 
by the boys on such an occasion as this; no false beards, false ears, wigs, handle-bar moustaches or 
even a double appearance. Very disappointing, School: a better performance in 1985 please. 

Soon after the photograph came another non-event, or unqualified success, depending on your 
view point - the Lower Sixth Dance. Opinions varied as to its greatness. It seems that if one was sick 
afterwards, it was worth every penny paid, and if one wasn't, the affair was a failure. Whichever way 
one looked at it, the dance was, for history students, a far more appetising prospect than an A/O 
level in July. 

What of the various publications and organs of self-expression in the school during the summer? 
The Shirbumian , continuing a recent trend, managed to be distributed within seconds of tenn's end. 
Mine reached me five minutes after the sununer sabbatical had officially started. ln spite of this, it 
must be said that it was bigger than all, and better than many of its predecessors. Its editor should be 
heartily congratulated for his conscientious effort, although one cannot help but shed a tear or two 
when one sees the effect of his industry on his constitution (grey at the temples, and only seventeen, 
poor boy). In the same vein, Newsboard was healthy, consistently entertaining and actually read for 
what must have been the first time in its brief history. The Editors were unavailable to refute accu
sations of plagiarism, being too busy at the time scanning the pages of " Private Eye" for ideas. 
Even lower down on the literary scale were the two traditional "alternative independents", Watchdog 
and Landmark. The former has shrunk, would be more aptly entitled "Lapdog'', and was only 
comprehensible within a circle of about twelve people. The latter ("Eyesore'"?) was the most disap
pointing edition since its revival in 1976. Some competition obviously existed between the two, each 
trying desperately hard to be more esoteric , more opaque and less amusing than the other. The result 
was a tie. Finally , on the subject of publication, it is pleasing to hear that Mrs. Barker's article "The 
Early Christian Topography of Sherbome" has recently been published in "Antiquity". 

Baron Bolligrew and "Telegram", though not without their faults, gave some indication that 
creativity and opinion were alive and flourishing in the nebulous depths of Lower School-dom. 
Bolligrew is reviwed elswhere in the magazine. "Telegram" was a brave attempt by members of the 
third forms to put their own views, interests and ideas into print. Their grammatical slips and spelling 
mistakes were easily compensated for by the sheer spunk it must have taken for a small number of 
first-year boys to place themselves under the scrutiny of the whole school. 

Social events besides the Lower Sixth Dance included the 0.S.S. Gaudy, and the Gram. Soc. 
Fancy-dress evening. The former was, in the words of one observer "a Volvo field excursion" and, as 
usual, Old Shirbumians gathered to compare paunches, wrinkles and numbers of company director
ships. Nevertheless, a happy, nostalgic occasion, I 'm sure. In direct contrast, the Gram. Soc. Fancy
dress "Happening" was a most alarming event for the rational bystander. This year's theme was 
"Songs from the Shows". All very well but on arrival at the B.S.R. one was struck by the welter of 
transvestites present. Boys dressed as glris were a most unattractive sight and girls in male rig didn't 

strike a good chord ~ither. The peiinent question raised by the Gram. Soc. evening was this: DOES 
SfffiRBO'Rliffi UNCOVER A LAT NT HATRED OF THE GNEN GENDER? (Even the prize for 
costume went to a transvestite - a boy dressed as Gershwin's Bess.) 
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Tidying up the scraps before closing with Commemoration, I recall that the Royal Marines flexed 
their muscles in Sherbome for a day or two last term and were the subject of an unfortunate misprint 
on Newsboard at the time. Mr. Niven continued to astonish us by (once again) exhuming the best/ 
worst three/ten books/films/plays/washing powders he had ever read/seen/scrubbed with. And finally , 
Lists proved once again that, because of his inability to sing the school song in anything but a har
monious murmer when stranded without a blue book, not a single member of the school deserved 
to have passed his new-boys' test. 

Moving on to Commemoration and the points that C.H.R.N. will possibly miss (or gloss over) in 
his article. ( feel I must draw your attention to the dramatic increase in the number of motor vehicles 
in the North of Sherbome during the last three weeks of term. Statistics have been drawn up illus
trating the ratio between Petrol Consumption and the frequency of 7 grade A level results. On Com
mem. Friday, the Fathers' Golf team was at last beaten by the boys' team, having escaped this ig
nominy over the last four years by the imitation pig-skin of their golf-bags. 

Before closing it would be very bad sport not to say a word or two about the last Art School 
"be-in" created by the multi-talented (and alas, departed) Mr. Peter "Call it what you like" Cole. 
Stemming from an artistic expedition to Bristol Zoo, the theme was "Animals" (I think), or more 
broadly, the relationship between the spectator and the "caged thing". One entered the Art School 
through the jaws of an extremely evil-seeming tiger. One then journeyed through its alimentary canal, 
and somewhere between the duodenum and the colon, discovered a group of .... GORILLAS (yes). 
These beasts were played (wiU1 great gusto, may I say) by six members of the Lower Sixth, well
versed in the art of posturing. Rumour has it that this was U1e secret life of this term's editor (and 
next term's) for four whole hours over that fateful weekend. Both the accused firmly deny these 
outrageous claims (of course), stating categorically iliat they went to see Baron BoUigrew (Twice). 

Gorillas and Drag Parties? I kan namoore;my tale is at an ende. 
The Sherborne Diarist 

COMMEMORATION 1980 

like Janus, a Commemoration weekend should look two ways. This year's happily blended the 
nostalgia of our Salad Days with a bracing glance into the future of Schola Nostra. From an inspira
tional sermon by Mr. Jones of Bryanston everyone repaired to the sunlit courts, where the Chairman 
of the Governors and the Headmaster paid generous tribute to the strengths of the School. Though 
ilie price of excellence is exacting, it was made quite plain that it must be upheld in all spheres at 
whatever legitimate cost. It was our pleasant privilege to thank several men teachers, governors and 
the Chairman himself - for years of devoted service. Nowhere was one's sense of pride in things well 
done more crystallised than in the many memories of Paddy Whelan. 

The cheerful novelty of an inter-form cricket competition set Uie wheels rolling, and soon ilie 
conscientious parent was reeling from play to exhibition to concert wiili barely time to down his 
Dorset Opera sherry. Baron Bolligrew was duly thwarted, one timid Frenchman at last consented 
to anoilier's marrying his entrancing daughter, chaps in blazers romped round saucy saucers and lost 
pianos, resisting Cleopatra in their search for super young ladies, stringed instruments carved gracious 
figures in the Old School Room, even the rugger song proved to be rather good when sung by some
one wiili so fine a voice as Anthony Lane in a splendid recreation of the past. Who said we shouldn't 
look back? It was delightful, so long as we also make sure others will feel as glad to do so when 
their tum comes. 

C.H.R.N. 
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VALETE 

J.H.P.G. 

J.H.P.G. came to the school in 1948, one of a group of ex..Seivice post-war appointments, and he 
has, over a period of 32 years, made a contribution to the School which is virtually impossible to 
summarise in a few paragraphs. He was always an individualist, and he did things with a distinct style, 
embellishing all the different and varied aspects of school life with which he came into contact. He 
was never a nonconformist - his deep loyalty to the school and all that it stands for, was beyond 
question. But Jim always did things his way, and thereby brought delight - and learning - and 
pleasure to all his friends . It is for this that he will be chiefly remembered. Indeed, he is the kind of 
man who is impossible to forget. 
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There is much talk today of the dangers of over-specialisation, which can cause both boys and 
masters to regard their own particular subjects and interests as being exclusively important. All very 
well for a pure academic, one might think, but not, perhaps the best way for the giving and receiving 
of a true liberal education. J .H.P.G.'s most important contribution to the classroom was to combat 
narrowness of outlook, and , with his high standards of scholarship and good taste - aided by the fact 
that he was a member of two departments, the English and the History - his teaching career has been 
eminently successful. 

There are other things to be remembered as well - how can there fail to be when a man has spent 
all his working life in the service of the school? His exploits as Officer i/c the Royal Artillery Section 
of the C.C.F. will take some forgetting. "Jim's gun", a substantial 25 pounder, figured largely in the 
school life of the fifties. There is a mark on the main gates to prove it, and it was the main attraction 
at Annual Inspection and Field Days, ever ready to blast off salutes, and demonstrate dash and 
efficiency in true gunner style. As Master i/c Athletics in the days when this activity was confined to 
the Sports Day, and track-suits were forbidden, he fought the battle for recognition , even achieving 
an unlikely-sounding triangular match between Sherborne, Canford and a team drawn from the 
Common Rooms of both schools. 

In more recent years, and in a wider context, J.H.P.G. has become a genuine authority as a local 
historian and archeologist, and his scholarly research work has deepened and enriched our knowledge 
of School, Abbey and Town. Pictures of him taking forms of new boys round the Abbey come easily 
to mind, as does the fact that his Guide to Sherbome Abbey won a nation-wide competition for 
publications of that kind. Very soon we will see him as an author, when his forthcoming work, "The 
Book of Sherborne" appears on the shelves. 

Finally, he will be remembered with affection for his very happy marriage to Sally, which changed 
him from a cheerful bachelor to a dedicated and proud family man , with four very talented children. 
His large number of friends , and many boys and old boys, particularly from Abbeylands, where he 
was Tutor and then Housemaster, will join in sending very best wishes to the Gibb family, and par
ticularly to J.H.P.G., for a long, happy and successful retirement. 

ERIC BAKER 

Eric Baker was appointed as Head of the Art Department in September 1972. He had joined the 
teaching profession in 1958 after spending almost twenty years in the Army , which he had joined on 
the outbreak of war, immediately after a long Art training. 

His work in the Art Department here established it as the important feature of school life which 
it is today. Most of his work was done, day by day , with individual boys and there may be some for 
whom his constant presence in the Art School went unnoticed. Audiences at School plays were, 
perhaps unwittingly, in his debt since the sets of a host of productions, both of school and house 
plays, were designed and executed by him. The Art Society too has in the past owed much to his 
encouragement. 

His dedication to humane pursuits was not, however, merely professional. A constant attender at 
School concerts and plays, he latterly became a regular member of the party which visited Paris 
every Lent term. Tt was on these occasions that we had the opportunity to benefit from his una
ffected knowledge and love of his subject. Having exhibited at the Royal Academy of Art's Summer 
Exhibition and also at the R.B.A. GaUeries, he produced during the vacations a varied collection of 
works which colleagues were eager to commission and seek, not least because his works expressed 
something of his own mild, observant nature. 

Readers of The Shirburnian a few years ago may have been surprised to learn of Eric Baker's 
adventurous career during the war. The feeling with which he wrote of the destructiveness of war -
together with the concealment of the fact that he received official recognition for his gaUantry in 
rescuing the injured from a burning vessel during one Mediterranean escapade - was part of the 
tactfulness which we shall miss in his absence. 

We wish him a happy retirement with his wife and children in Sturminster Newton. 
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SIMON GATES 

During the nine years that he taught at Sherborne, Simon Gates devoted himself to the school with 
a consistent , at times even an awesome energy. 

His time was employed in areas which carry less prestige than others which advertise themselves 
more obviously. He was concerned above all with teaching and tutoring, to both of which he gave up 
many hours in assisting individuals. 

With colleagues too he was unsparing in giving of his time, be it to help them paint their house; 
to collect them when stranded by a breakdown; to take a class when they had to be absent, or to 
drive a team for them to an away match. 

His range of interests went far beyond an academic interest in his subject and the pastoral side of 
his work. He was an enthusiast with an eclectic taste: he was a skilled and trained mountaineer; he 
was an apiarist who was called on to lecture to local apiarists and, while funds were forthcoming, ran 
this as an activity at the school; he loved early music, opera and renaissance art; he ran an ecology 
course in the holidays for several years; he took a school group skiing and frequently assisted in 
taking expeditions to Dartmoor, concerts, Snowdonia or the theatre. 

He was concientious to an unusual degree. In his early years at the school he regularly rose at 
4 a.rn. to complete his preparation and developed a habit of falling to sleep promptly at 11 p.rn., a 
habit which disconcerted many on first encountering it over the dinner table. 

When he took up a cause, on_ce h~ was certain of the r~ts of it, whether it was a bo_y who he felt 
had been misjudged or an aspect of school policy, he spoke his mind openly and forcefully and saw it 
through to an issue, as far as it fay in his power, rather than making a gesture to satisry his conscience. 

If it be the mark of a good teacher that he retains enthusiasm for his subject and continues reading 
voraciously in it, preparing his lessons anew each year rather than regurgitating yellowing notes, then 
Sherborne has lost a good teacher. lf it be the mark of a good teacher that he fires the curiosity of 
any boy who desires to be educated rather than cram-fed for an examination, then Sherborne has lost 
a good teacher. 

His honesty, generosity and energy will be sadly missed next year. We wish him happiness at 
Brighton College. 

PETER COLE 

Sherborne has lost a lively personality. In his four years at the school his enthusiasm and energy 
has given rise to many exciting projects. Under his guidance the Commem. environments appeared, 
ambitious projects which apart from bringing together different fields of art, added a new angle to 
the somewhat stagnant list of Commem. Exhibitions. 

Another area where his expertise as a teacher was made obvious was in stage design, for here, 
instead of merely designing the sets himself, he stimulated the boys into it, so creating a new school 
activity. Never before had the opportunity been available to boys, who, inspired by his infectious 
enthusiasm and guided by his practical advice, have produced some really effective sets. 

As an art history teacher, he really excelled in his original treatment of the modem period, offering 
his own valuable personal visions together with the more well-worn interpretations. 

But it was in his role as art master that he really triumphed. His skill as an artist spread through 
his teaching, where a healthy upper school participation has emerged. One main activity which he 
developed was that of printmaking, and some very successful screen-prints have been produced. His 
evening figure-drawing sessions attracted increasingly large participation, and again has resulted in 
some very high quality work. 

Indeed his dynamic enthusiasm and energy has resulted in a great many boys acquiring an un
usually strong interest in the fine arts, and for this the school owes him much. 
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RICHARD WAILLING 

Richard Wailling leaves us in July, with the odd bottle of wine and a plastic garden gnome pre
sented by some of his French Sets, and, some fond memories of his time at Sherborne which, I hope , 
will match our memories of him. In the classroom, he was willing to take on any kind of work, and 
did it with a quiet dedication supported by a great deal of thought and preparation behind his teaching. 
As a House Tutor he was more aware than most of some of the difficulties of the individual in a 
boarding-school: for him , all those whom he tutored were very special people and received very 
special attention. Por one perhaps a careful planning of revision for 0 Levels, for another the oppor
tunity to talk of all sorts of things to relieve tensions and increase confidence, for others sympathy 
mixed with a clear exposition of some of the realities of life. 

~Richard was a.lso willing to take on all sorts of things that the fainter hearts would avoid , driving 
groups to away dance fixtures or to fencing matches, not only organising parascending, but also 
learning himself to descend gently like some bearded prophet by the dual carriageway. He also 
refereed, not with great skill perhaps, but the job needed doing and there was Richard ready to 
tackle it: this is the essence of his approach to the life o f the School. 

The opportunities for parascending in Croydon are perhaps limited , but we wish Richard, and his 
gnome, every happiness at Whitgift. 

HANS KASSIER 

Of all musical instruments, the violin is perhaps the least amenable to rapid mastery; consequently 
the achievement of Hans Kassier, to whom we regretfully bid farewell this term, has been all the more 
remarkable. In the space of under two and a half years he has cajoled, persuaded or driven the string 
players of this school to reach standards which once hardly seemed possible . Uncompromising in his 
demands for the attainment of basic technical skills, Hans has also been adept in explaining points 
of interpretation. His painstaking work with the Chamber Orchestra and the Second Orchestra has 
reaped rich rewards: few will forget , in particular, the stylish performances of the Chamber Orchestra 
under his baton at Commem. A.I though primarily a violin teacher, his main perfonning instrument is 
the viola. His two recitals with Christopher Knott in the O.M.S. amply demonstrated his artistry on 
this instrument. Above all, perhaps, he will be remembered for his generosity and patience - not 
least with many people who habitually mispronounced his name! Our very best wishes go with Hans, 
Leith and their young family; we shall miss them. 

J.R.K. 

DAVID CRUSH 

Although appointed initially for only a single year it is with considerable regret that we say 
goodbye to D.P.C., a warm friend and generous colleague. Fresh from Downing College and the 
Cambridge Geography Department he seemed, in the Michaelmas term, no older than the 6th formers 
he taught and an immediate rapport developed between them, a friendship enriched by his infectious 
sense of humour. Lower forms, too, soon began to appreciate classes interspersed with quiet wit
ticisms, outbursts of Zulu learnt from his native Swaziland ''Times". It would be wrong to suggest that 
that was all to D.P.C.'s character. He was also extremely dedicated to the welfare of boys as much as 
to the Geography Department. Sensitive, concientious, he possessed as strong an integrity as one 
could wish. He took no heed of the normal advice given to new members of staff and became 
immediately embroiled in School life: in the Michaelmas term league refereeing, in the Lent term 
junior hockey and the staff play, in the summer term a junior cricket game, tutoring at Wallace and, 
typically, a willingness to take some team or other to distant fixtures, often at short notice. 

The next two years will see hlln at Reading University reading for his M.Sc. in Agricultural Eco
nomics. If the lure of Africa is not too strong perhaps we shall see him back here after that. 

D.P.J. 
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GEORGE MASINI 

Some masters at Sherbome are like fixed stars in the firmament illuminating our proceedings 
with harsher or softer glow. Others are comets that shoot across the sky and leave us gasping, and are 
gone before we have grasped what is happening. George Masini is very much of the second kind. 

He came only two years ago and since then has done nothing dull. The teaching of Spanish has 
gone from strength to strength and the school won its first Oxbridge Award in that subject last 
December. The archives in the Beckett Room, to which he has devoted so much time and energy, 
are restored to order, and a fascinating exhibition of their Second World War contents was displayed 
last Commem. The Symposium had its most erudite talk from him (on justice) and certainly its 
longest. His Discussion Group for the Oxbridge Reading Party aimed to cover no less than the world's 
greatest writers - Dante, Dostoevsky, Cervantes and Rabelais. He seems to have known little about 
music in general, but everything about Verdi and was always willing to share that compendious 
knowledge. 

His choice for a play for Wallace House - where he tutored with such care and perception - was 
no less idiosyncratic. The play was The Trial of Lucullus by Berctold Brecht - which nobody had 
heard of. The production was of course, a tour de force. 

George, in short, is a man of many gifts. Charles V is supposed to have remarked that "To God I 
speak in Spanish, to women Italian, to men French, and to my Horse - German." This might have 
left George tongue-tied before a horse but there are plenty of other languages he could have brought 
to bear. lndeed,he was never tongue-tied but always exuberant and enlivening, concerned and erudite. 
It was characteristic of the man that the last thing he did was, on the spur of the moment, to rush 
into Booklore and buy for Wallace the largest Art book they have - on the Italian Renaissance. It is a 
comforting thought to know that in years to come one can look through these pages which contain 
so much of beauty and be reminded of this remarkable man - and at the same time perhaps catch 
that faint wisp of Condor that followed him everywhere in House and School alike. We shall miss 
too that kindly Welsh hospitality that Gillie knew how to dispense so well. Sherborne will be a Jess 
exuberant place without them both and we wish them well in their next appointments. 

JJ.B. 
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SALAD DAYS 

Salad Days was a very happily inspired choice to see us into a summer that never reaUy was. The 
cheerful chronicling of some most bizarre goings-on in Canford and then London during a 'fifties 
heatwave created the illusion at least, and the audience seemed highly appreciative. 

The production was very lucky in its leads, Charlotte Bonner-Morgan and Guy Deacon as our 
young will-they-wed-or-won't-they heroine and hero landed with the hapless piano. They gave the 
evening its lift: they'd somehow made themselves quite believable, and there was an appealing inno
cence and freshness about them both they kept to the end, however preposterous the plot might have 
seemed. They handled the songs and dances very confidently, and managed to convey that curious 
compounding of demented frivolousness and, suddenly, halting wistfulness in the music. 
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Guy Hudson's Tramp was maIVellously sinister around the edges, but a proper gentleman in spite 
of it all: he gave his lines a perfect world-weariness, "It hasn't rained for weeks. Oh, it's too hot to be 
angry." Cristina Brodie-Cooper's socialite Lady Raebum, fallen into the clutches of the three harridan 
beauticians, was a very funny caricature of her type, and an extremely well-timed performance 
altogether. 

Of the others, Timothy Mead's resilient little clown and Alison Preston's down-in-the-mouth sales 
assistant were especially good. Some of the other performances intruded a little over the top maybe: 
the simple and true P.C. Boot and his cavortings grew a mite wearing, and the delectable rouged and 
slit-skirted chanteuse at the "Cleopatra" nightclub was rather incidental and at the same time perhaps 
too obvious. The audience seemed to be enjoying Richard Roope's and Nicholas Wade's spoof of 
Whitehall protocol - "Don't ask what the War was for, It 's hush-hush" - although its repetition did 
seem to drag the scene out unduly. 

The secondary company kept up a frenetic pace, and maintained the gleeful mayhem required of 
them. The jolly romp in the Canford quad - with the grey-coiffed Giles Bravery leading the re
spectable revellers - went down particularly well. The two pianists, Paul Ellis and Bernard Barker, 
with Stuart Turnbull behind them on drums, gave a flawless performance, and the musical pleasures 
of the evening owed a great deal to their skills. 

Looking back on the occasion, it seems RSG provided us with a timely reminder that General 
Studies projects can work, if somehow the instructor's inspiration and energy can be communicated 
and transferred to the whole. SALAD DAYS was a demonstration of Mr. Glen's expertise in the 
matter of production, and the venture was confirmation too, of his patient confidence in his purpose. 

RWSF 

LOWER SCHOOL PLAY - THE THWARTING OF BARON BOLLIGREW 

The play is written as a "fun" play for youngsters to perform. It does not try to make any devas
tating social comment, nor does it require the sensitivity of an OUvier, nor indeed does it aim at an 
audience representative of Mensa. It is simply a play which puts into words the old fairy tales of 
gallant knight versus nasty dragon {the one in satin shorts and the ra ther bloodshot eyes). 

The knight duly sets off for Bolligrew Island, where the dragon resides. Once here the gallant is 
hindered in his intentions by the bounder Baron Bolligrew and his henchmen who not only have it in 
for our hero but also give the poor locals a pretty rough time too. Anyway, after much beastliness 
and foul deeds the dragon is disposed of and all is inevitably peace and tranquillity in the happy 
little comer of the world known as the Bolligrew Islands ; Bolligrew becomes a good guy and pre
sumably elopes with the knight, but that is left to the audience's imagination. 

The hero of the play, Sir Oblong Fitz Oblong, was played by Alistair Watkins. He didn't strike me, 
however, as being the type that every little Rapunzel would Jet climb up her Alberto Balsamed hair. 
He had an intense fascination for the tloorboards near the front of the stage and consequently some 
of his lines were lost ; and in such a dreadful place as the BSR one cannot afford to make the throw
away line. 

James Drewett, as the Duke, gave a very impressive show of himself, albeit a brief one. Nick 
Sutcliffe too was confident and projected well as Obidiah, a peasant of the BoUigrew Islands. 

Jeremy Peck's Bolligrew was splendid to watch. His portrayal of the typical country squire was 
without fault and showed great talent by not over playing the role which was clearly a great temp
tation. 

The Lord Mayor, Timothy Day, was amusiri~ if only because he found the audience's laughing 
at him equally hilarious! The faithful extras alsc found the front six or seven rows great objects of 
interest; I was waiting for one of them to wave to Mum! All, however, acted with great conviction 
and plenty of self-confidence. 

It was perhaps the freshness of the production, the very effective and simple sets, and the youth 
of the cast which made the play so enjoyable to watch. In true Dr. Freeman style the jokes were 
thumped home with about as much subtlety as Gulliver trying to hide in Lllliput. For all my cynical 
comments, I must admit that it was pleasing to see the junior part of the school being given the 
chance to produce a major play as part of Commem.; and the keeness and vitality of the production, 
I hope, will ensure that a similar project may be undertaken in future years. 

Mr. Chin 
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THE FRENCH PLAY 

"Les Deux Timides" by Marc Michel and Labiche 

Once again, the French Play provided a little light relief during the course of Commem. The story 
of the two shy men, Monsieur Thibaudier {Aimery Martin) and Jules Fremisson (Anthony Powe), the 
lover of his daughter Cecile, was performed with a zest and pace which maximised the effect of the 
comedy, and ensured that the weaker sections of the script passed unnoticed. 

The fatuousness of the foppish Garacfoux, who, exploiting Thibaudier's timidity, has established 
himself in the latter's house and has extracted a promise that he can marry Cecile, was well portrayed 
by David Manson . The two female parts of Cecile and her maid, Annette, were played with gusto by 
Lucy Warwick and Susannah Uoyd. 

The French was, as usual, excellent , and none of its intelligibility was lost in the final scene when 
Fremisson and Thibaudier, each told that the other is more timid than himself, yell at each other. 

Mr. Niven should again be congratulated on the quality of his production. 

"SCHOLA NOSTRA" 

The pattern of Commemoration has become set in its ways over the last few years so that the 
addition of this one-off performance, "Schola Nostra", this year made a refreshing break in the 
chain of Gilbert and Sullivan operas and School Plays that traditionaJly make up the programme of 
entertainment at this time. 

The theme of the evening - for all those whose Latin cannot cope with "Schola Nostra" - was 
our School, the subject being covered as a series of narrated glimpses into the past of this establish
ment, read by Andrew Bett, Anthony Lane and PMHW. Among those venerable Old Shirburnians 
mentioned in the extracts were King Alfred (a pupil c. 900 who apparently failed his Domestic 
Science) and Alex Waugh, now finally forgiven for "The Loom of Youth". We also learnt of Edward 
Vi's desire to escape his perch in the OSR and heard a pathetic description of a typical school day in 
the l 830's, as described in a letter home by a new boy of the time. 

The anecdotes were punctuated by a series of period school songs dug up by BRJ and sung by a 
select choir. Numbers included '"The Football Song", "The Summer Song", the inevitable "Carmen" 
and a ballad describing in detail a story of disappointed love - between two ravens called Grip and 
Jack who used to inhabit the Courts in the middle of the Last century. Excellent vocal performances 
by C. K.nechtli , J. Lim and J. Nicholl among others, with the feminine touch supplied by Mrs. Judge, 
Mrs. Mitchell-Innes and Mrs. Smart. The show was written by PMHW and provided a very enjoyable 
evening for all those who attended it. 

W.R.W. 

THE GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY 

- presented "SONGS FROM THE SHOWS, a fancy-dress extravaganza" on the Saturday before 
the last week of term. About three hundred boys - frustrated by endless exam-weeks and looking 
forward to distraction - filled the B.S.R. They had a very enjoyable evening. Mr. Ellis arranged 
twelve songs from shows of the last forty years for a cast of boys and girls from Sherborne and 
Leweston. 

The beg'.:rning was most effective with "WiJlkommen - Cabaret". Good choreography (arranged 
by Mr. Wellby) made it perhaps the most impressive song of the evening and a superb start for cast 
and audience. A series of songs followed, which was interrupted twice, by the band and a masters' 
song. The band, condu<:ted by Mr. Dams, played the "Cole Porter Medley", and the masters success
fully performed "O What a Lovely War", which the audience wanted to be encored. 

The main part of the evening, however, was formed by the cast of boys and girls. Their songs were 
presented by Robert Harrison, giving some brief information on the background of the shows. High
lights of the evening were - besides "Willkommen - Cabaret" - the songs "Let's Call the Whole 
Thing Ofr', "The Boyfriend", and two solos starring Anne Lloyd and Guy Hudson ("Send in the 
Clowns"/ "Ain't Misbehaving"). Especially Guy Hudson - who professionally covered a false entry
deserved the applause of the audience. 

After the rather sudden end of the last song {'"There's No Business Like Show Business") there 
was a cold buffet waiting for everyone, and the evening continued in the couns. 

Many thanks to Mr. Ellis and all those who were involved in this Gram. Soc. production. It should 
be an encouragement for others to follow. 

Thomas Glatthaar 



WHY GO TO UNIVERSITY? 

"It is just because Oxford keeps them back from their careers that it is of most value" 
- Evelyn Waugh (1930) 

I earnestly hope that the abrupt question which I have adopted as the title of this short essay 
does not suggest flippancy to my readers. A sample of the answers it so often encounters among those 
preparing to go to university might be open to the same criticism. They say: "I want the chance to 
play games well," and, "I want to avoid taking up worldly responsibilities for three further years," 
and even, "I want to have a good time". These answers - which are themselves quite serious - should 
indicate to discerning minds how serious the question is; for if a young man sees university as the 
realisation either of peculiarly specific aspirations or of a vague desire such as "a good time", he can 
have very little idea of what universities are for, however firm he may be in his determination of what 
he intends to gain from them. 

That questions respecting the purpose of university education seem almost otiose today is largely 
a consequence of recent social conditions, whereby as far as possible the right to a university educa
tion has been made universal. In many European countries the right to a place at university, given a 
specified standard of academic achievement, is actually sanctioned by the law of the land. Whether 
or not th.is is desirable I do not propose to argue, but simply to observe that such circumstances 
incline us to the view that university is a kind of natural phase in one's youth , like adolescence or 
being allowed into pubs. Any young man who professes the desire not to go to university when 
enabled by his natural gifts and education to do so is regarded with consternation; and some argue
ments used against him, as exemplified in expressions like, " I wish I had had your opportunities when 
I was young", suggest that to be deprived of a university education is a little like having to go without 
shoes - a necessary evil. 

Perhaps 1 exaggerate, but my purpose is not to provide a precise description of contemporary 
attitudes beyond that particular one which prevents us seriously questioning the value of a university 
education and hence its nature. 

Yet it was not always so. A little over a hundred years ago a Royal Commission was set up by Lord 
Salisbury to inquire into, "the main purposes relative to the University (Oxford) for which provision 
shvuld be made, the sources from which funds for those purposes should be obtained; and the prin
ciples on which payments for those purposes should be contributed." The 1877 inquiry (ambiguously 
described by Henry James as, " a commission for the expurgation of universities" (1) had broadly 
the same aim as Lord John Russell's similar Commission of 1850: reform. Its eventual consequence 
was to turn (or, more accurately, return) Oxford from a collection of colleges into a university. 
Questions on the purpose of such an institution were the very essence of the Commission's pro
ceedings. Upon one of them it is worth dwelling a moment: 

Lord RedesdaJe: "Do you consider that the great object of a university ought to be to produce the 
greatest number of useful members of society, whereby the nation at large may be most ex
tensively benefitted?" 

Mark Pattison (Fellow of Lincoln College): "Certainly." (Nov. 2nd, 1877) 
How unexceptionable seem the assumptions behind the Commission's question! How inevitable 

is Pattison's answer! Yet a little intellectual light brought to bear on such phrases as "useful members 
of society" and "most extensively benefitted" can reveal dimensions within this exchange so wide 
and deep as to embrace the whole universe of human purposes in its substance and shadow, in the 
face of which the response, "certainly", is no more a definite assent than an inarticulate gasp of 
wonder. 
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Before r try what elucidation 1 can, I would like to trace a little further the consequences of 
university refonn at Oxford. If you can imagine a university where the Professor of Chemistry had 
had to pay out of his own pocket for the fitting-up of laboratories; where no fellowships were offered 
in open competition and no fellows were married; where all undergraduates had to subscribe to the 
xxxrx Articles in order to matriculate and where almost half of the undergraduates from 1800 to 
1850 proceeded to Holy Orders; where there were no academic faculties and a college tutor in
structed his charges in all subjects regardless of specialist knowledge - then you have a rough picture 
of Oxford before 1850. Pattison, known chiefly and unfortunately as the probable model for 
Casaubon, the pedantic, desiccated villain of "MiddJemarch", knew this system as an undergraduate 
and fellow, and he hated it heartily. His further reputation as one of the vanguard in the refonn of 
the university seems rather implausible in the light of his attitude to the changed Oxford of the 
l 870's. "You people come up here," he is reported as having said on one occasion, "and want all 
sorts of dispensations, and want our scholarships, and want us. We don't want you we don't want 
you - we don't want you!" To an undergraduate: "My young friend , l am grieved to tell you that 
if you have come up to Oxford with the idea of getting knowledge, you must give that up at once. 
It is merely a race, to get through the examinations; you have time for nothing else. We have bought 
you, and we're running you for two plates, Mods and Finals." 

Pattison 's indignation and despondency have the same root cause: the reformed university is out 
of joint with the reasons for its own reform. Its intrinsic utility has been sacrificed at the expense 
of the nation's, and the treasures of learning it should preserve are at the mercy of whatever services 
the individuals or corporations of the nation may require of it. These services, owing to the nature 
of affairs in human society, are bound to be various and varying, but the one service it can constantly 
and universally provide is to grant a token of proficiency which is of social or financial advantage: the 
degree consequent on satisfactory examination. That indeed is always useful! No need to enquire 
into the essential virtue or value of the education itself - the degree confers a benefit on its holder 
quite apart from and irrespective of the possible benefit derived from the study undertaken. Thus, in 
Pattison's day as in our own, young men and women go to university to gain qualifications - a more 
significant tenn than is sometimes realized - rather than to pursue learning. 

"The number of those who seek education by means of the university," wrote Pattison, "is very 
small compared with the number of those who seek the degree and the social status it confers." 

From the foregoing it can be seen that I have taken Lord Redesdale's clause - "whereby the 
nation at large may be most extensively benefitted" - in a sense he perhaps did not intend; that is, 
to mean how large a number of the nation's people may personally benefit. As r shaJl try now to 
show by examining the notion of general benefit accruing to society as a whole, it is the only sense 
by which it means anything but nonsense. Of course, as rhetoric it is fine, in the same way that "the 
greatest good of the greatest number" is fine rhetoric. But Mill's slogan when analysed, cannot have 
much more meaning than a phrase like "the longest series of the largest prime numbers", one element 
of which eternally contradicts the other. 

The notion of the General Good has always been a philosophical and moral minefield in which 
good intentions regularly blow up both good and intentions: to reduce human actions to the level 
of ends and means without respect at all to the intellectual or moral value of those actions in them
selves is to commit oneself to the possible acceptance of monstrously bad deeds, and also to the 
likely frustration of one's real intentions. Naturally , it is foolish, and often wrong, to disregard the 
usefulness or otherwise of one's actions, but to allow Utility sovereign rule over one's thoughts and 
deeds is "vanity and vexation of the spirit." Yet this is the principal behind the system of Utili
tarianism of which the present age is indubitably the spiritual and intellectual heir. It is not surprising 
that the head - and heart - wringing over education in our own times, such as the unfortunately
named Great Debate , repeats and perpetuates the educational reforms of the l 830's, the absurdity of 
which Dickens exposed time and again in his novels: 

' "Girl number twenty," said Mr. Gradgrind, squarely pointing with his square forefinger, "1 don't 
know that girl. Who is that girl?" 

"Sissy Jupe, sir," explained number twenty, blushing, standing up , and curtseying. 
"Sissy is not a name," said Mr. Gradgrind. "Don't call yourself Sissy. Call yourself Cecilia." 
"It's father as calls me Sissy, sir, ' returned the young girl in a trembling voice, and with another 

curtsey. 
''Thenhehad no business to do it," said Mr. Gradgrind. "Tell him he mustn't, Cecelia Jupe. Let me 

see. What is your father'{" 
"He belongs to the horse-riding, if you please, sir." 
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Mr. Grad grind frowned, and waved off the objectional calling with his hand. 
"We don't want to know anything about that, here. You musn't tell us about that, here. Your 

father breaks horses, don't he?" 
"If you please , sir, when they can get any to break, they do break horses in the ring, sir." 
''You musn't tell us about the ring, here. Very well, then. Describe your father as a horsebreaker. 

He doctors sick horses, I dare say?" 
"Oh yes, sir." 
"Very well, then. He is a vetinary surgeon, a farrier and horsebreaker. Give me your definition of 

a horse." 
(Sissy Jupe thrown into the greatest alann by this demand.) 
"Girl number twenty unable to define a horse!" said Mr. Gradgrind, for the general behoof of all 

the pitchers. "Girl number twenty possessed of no facts, in reference to o ne o f the commonest of 
animals! Some boy's definition of a horse. Bitzer, yours." 

... "Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely twenty-four grinders, four eye-teeth, and 
twelve incisive. Sheds coat in the spring; in marshy countries, sheds hoofs, too. Hoofs hard, but re
quiring to be shod with iron. Age known by marks in mouth." Thus (and much more) Bitzer. 

"Now, girl number twenty," said Mr. Gradgrind, "you know what a horse is."' 
- Dickens, "Hard Times" 

It may be imagined that Dickens is exaggerating, but it would be incorrect to do so. Bitzer's 
Quadruped is based upon actual lessons which took place in the Lancasterian schools (2). Further
more, Dickens is not simply the social critic here (he very rarely is). Read carefully, and taken together 
with the rest of the novel, the first two chapters of "Hard Times" consitute an introduction to an 
imaginative yet precise study of knowledge and understanding. AIU1ough able to provide to order an 
exact definition of a horse, Bitzer has not the slightest idea of what a horse is. Sissy, on the other 
hand , is covered with confusion on being examined about an animal of which she has an intimate 
knowledge. Having been brought up in "the horseriding", her understanding engages all the faculties 
of her mind, her emotions and her soul; her knowledge of the creature is hardly distinct from her 
knowledge of herself. Thus we have presented her, though the different attitudes of Sissy and Bitzer, 
a model of the difference between true knowledge and acquired information ignorant of and indifferent 
to the nature of what is studied. Gradgrind's particular references to Sissy's kind of understanding -
''We don't want to know anything about that, here" - can be translated into a general attitude 
concerning the subjects of study: "We don't want to know anything. We want information which 
will be useful to us, in a fonn which makes its use as easy possible." 

I will pass over the obvious political implications behind the Utilitarian view of learning: that 
learning can become the servant of the particular doctrines, or at least whims, of any powerful 
political group. Recent history and the present state of the world are sufficient testimony to this 
fact. Strictly political considerations, however, lead us away from the essential dangers of education 
governed by the principle of utility, and its absolute devotion to judging value by consequence; for 
what is useful or not is necessarily consigned to the shifting sands of possible future benefit. 

The doctrine of Utility deserves careful consideration, since its proponents are of ancient descent 
and from time to time have argued their case with more apparent reasonableness than the extremes 
of Victorian refonns can suggest. Locke in "Some thoughts concerning Education" (J 690) is the 
exemplar of honey-sweetness in the seeming sense of his case for a useful education: 

"It is nevertheless matter of astonishment, that men of quality and parts should suffer themselves 
so far to be misled by custom and implicit faith. Reason, if consulted with, would advise that their 
childre:i 's time should be spent in acquiring what might be useful to them, when they come to be men, 
rather than to have their heads stuffed with a deal of trash, a great part whereof they usually never 
do (it is certain they never need to) think on again as long as they live; and so much of it, as does 
stick by them, they are only the worse for." 

Later in his treatise, Locke makes it plain exactly what he considers to be ''trash": 
"Can there be anything more ridiculous, than that a father should waste his own money, and his 

son's time, in setting him to learn the Roman language, when, at the same time, he designs him for 
a trade, wherein he having no use of Latin, fails not to forget that little which he brought from 
school, and which it is ten to one he abhors for the ill usage it procured him? Could it be believed, 
unless we had everywhere amongst us examples of it, that a child should be forced to learn the 
rudiments of a language, which he is never to use in the course of life that he is designed to, and 
neglect all the while the writing a good hand, and casting accounts, which are of great advantage in all 
conditions of life, and to most trades indispensably necessary? ... 
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lf these may be any reasons against children's making Latin themes at school, I have much more to 
say, and of more weight, against their making verses of any sort, for, if he has no genius to poetry, it 
is the most unreasonable thing in the world to torment a child, and waste his time about that which 
can never succeed: and if he have a poetic vein, it is to me the strangest thing in the world, that the 
father should desire or suffer it to be cherished or improved. Methinks the parents should labour to 
have it stifled and suppressed as much as may be; and I know not what reason a father can have to 
wish his son a poet , who does not desire him to bid defiance to all other callings and business; which 
is not yet the worst of the case; for if he proves a successful rhymer, and gets once the reputation of 
a wit, I desire it may be considered, what company and places he is like to spend his time in , nay, and 
estate too: for it is very seldom seen, that any one discovers mines of gold or silver in Parnassus. It 
is a pleasant air but a barren soil; and there are very few instances of those who have added to their 
patrimony by anything they have reaped from thence." 

No-0ne who cares for education, however much he may hate Latin or poetry, should happily 
concur with these sentiments; for , the principle of utility once assumed, any discipline or learning 
may be dismissed as "trash" can it only be established that it leads to no profit in "trade, commerce, 
and the business of the world." Yet J am thankful to Locke that he has in his bluff manner stated the 
essential grounds from which the ends of education must be viewed, and which the question - Why 
go to University? - framed in such a way in order to acknowledge that stage in education where a 
person's own will in the matter truly begins to operate - must be answered. Dons, teachers, parents, 
children - consider: what are the ends and purposes of life for which education is the preparation? 
Are "the mines of gold and silver" the regions of our life's work, whence is drawn up the treasure we 
are to lay up for ourselves? Is "the business of the world" that to which we should devote our energies 
and our faculties? As the champions of Utility incessantly proclaim, the matters of education are of 
the highest seriousness with respect to the conduct of life; for this very reason the nature and ends 
of human existence must be consulted when considering educational aims. Thus, to talk of universal 
benefits as being the great object of the University is to say very Httle: what counts is to perceive 
what is truly beneficial. Are we better or wiser as men or as a nation for being good at sending rocket
ships to the moon or being wise in the ways of the world? I would not answer "certainly" to this as 
readily as Mark Pattison answered Lord Redesdale's question. 

One consequence of the failure to consider the meaning of such concepts as Universal Benefit -
I would say , a marked desertion of the moral duty to make these considerations - is the separation of 
the subjects to be studied from the very act of studying, the separation, that is, of the matter of 
learning from the method. Under this illusion, the benefits of education are seen as the acquisition 
of a set of techniques, often called "learning skills" or suchlike. The dangers of this way of thinking 
can be shown even in respect of elementary practices like reading and counting ; but I wish to present 
a different example, the familiarity of which may strike the reader. It is unfortunate that the study 
of Latin and Greek is often proposed, not for the sake of intrinsic excellence but as having the 
virtue of "training the mind" or encouraging "logical, reasoned thought." This it may do, but such 
an effect could hardly be proved in the majority of cases. Latin grammar, no more than the grammar 
of any other language should be mistaken for a system of logic, a point explicitly stated in the intro
duction to Skeat's English Grammar, and proved time and again in an entertaining way throughout 
the pages of "Alice in Wonderland." Again it is claimed that the study of Latin helps the student to 
learn other languages, the usefulness of which is assumed in the fact that they are still spoken. This 
is true: but it is true only because the modern languages under consideration are actually based on 
Latin. A background of classical languages is simply a hindrance if you wish to study Chinese, the 
grammatical basis of which is so different from that of Latin as to require an initial process of un
learning. Even in the case of Mathematics, we are being short-sighted if we think that its study is 
simply the acquisition of skills or techniques. There would be no point in the most elementary 
exercise in calculation if the result arrived at were not true. The study of Mathematics is not merely 
the exercise of intellectual faculties, but the cultivation of those faculties in the pursuit of truth. 

My aim in criticizing the habit of ignoring what is studied in favour of the skill gained in its study, 
is to return to one class of the answers given to my original question, why go to University? It is a 
commonplace at present to recommend university as the place where intellectual and social benefits 
are to be had irrespective of any particular study. Just to be there, to soak up the intellectual pollen 
from the flowers of research and scholarship which bloom in teeming profusion, is considered suffi
cient justification for making a bid for an undergraduate's gown. It is a fond faith indeed which 
believes that it is the buildings or the people who inhabit them, the talk in the common-room or the 
wine in the buttery which form the habits of thought proper to an educated mind. No: take away 
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the books, the experiments, the lectures, the essays - take away, in short, the essential substance 
of study - and you have a way of life as likely to lead to folly and depravity as to wisdom and 
virtue. 

Having performed a number of variations in the minor key, if I may so speak, all expressing 
what I take to be unsatisfactory reasons for going to university, I now move to the theme in the 
major, hoping to resolve this topic with the certitude and conviction it deserves. Grandeur, surely, 
is not inappropriate to a topic of which Newman has written: "Among the objects of human enter
prise ... none higher or nobler can be named than that which is contemplated in the erection of a 
university." To speak in this way is not a rhetorical indulgence, not an attempt to ring away humbler 
and more practical objectives of education by sonorous trumpetings which celebrate a grand illusion. 
It is rather the clear and open vision which sees in the ideal of the University the best of Man and the 
blessing of God. If this ideal is nowhere to be found, our failure to acknowledge it is largely to blame. 

To argue from the meaning of a word to an understanding of the nature of what that word sig
nifies is often false reasoning, but in this case it is sufficient as an introduction. A university means a 
seat of universal knowledge. It seeks and holds knowledge because it seeks and holds what is true, 
without regard to any further end to which that knowledge might be applied. No cause nor loyalty 
need divert the steady gaze with which knowledge looks up to truth; no dissembling nor exaggeration 
for temporary expedience or personal advantage need pervert that knowledge which is for the univer
sity ,in its corporate existence and personal conunitment, both its essence and its object. The university 
is universal in that it teaches all that has ever been taught, and dismisses nothing as being beneath or 
above its disinterested view. It is universal further, in that it is not merely a location where all sciences 
and arts may be found jostling' conveniently together, as in a fair or market. It does not occupy "the 
whole territory merely, but ... is the very realm." (3). 

The University expresses in its very nature the unity of knowledge, the truth that the relations 
which exist between one subject and another are not simply fortuitous, but the manifestations of 
the myriad reflections and refractions of the single light of truth. Nor is the communal life led by the 
members of a university simply a matter of technical convenience: it is an expression of the common 
love of truth practised in many different disciplines, itself the recognition of the true purposes 
common to all mankind. Knowledge thus pursued is marked by proportion and full of beauty. It 
recognizes no boundaries yet knows its own bounds. It is not limited by the exigencies of the market
place nor puffed-up to serve the persuasions of the politician. Its range is as high and wide as the 
heavens; it is as deep and discreet as the single soul; and its only limitations are itself, beyond which 
it cannot step without losing its true nature. 

The desirability of universal knowledge is, I hope, self-evident to rational minds ; but I think it is 
my duty , having picked at such lengths the seams of "general benefit", to examine how its cloth 
might be cut to fit the ideas I have outlined above. A university does not aim to produce a Newton 
or a Shakespeare, the genius to whom we look up with reverence and gratitude , although from time 
to time such prodigy of nature may arise from among its ranks; it does not even aim to produce the 
experimental physicist, the engineer, statesman or divine, although its scope embraces and cultivates 
all these and more. The object of a university is both grander and more humble - "the great ordinary 
means to a great but ordinary end", as Newman put it. By this means a man is enabled to think 
correctly, to distinguish true understanding from mere opinion, to abandon his prejudices in favour 
of right judgment, to order his taste, to undertake any enterprise with certainty and to fulfil any duty 
with propriety. Nor are these abilities mere acquisitions, let alone the refinements of idle existence 
which fortune has spared from the necessary work of mankind. They are truly a great human necessity. 
For we are not made as the brute beasts, complete in our nature and assured in our pursuit of this or 
that end by the safety of instinct. Men are slow to get their growth, and, in the freedom of their 
rational nature, capable of becoming other than what they are meant to be. It is here, above all, tliat 
the general benefit of a university education is to be found: that it helps men to approach the perfec
tion of their own nature. Experience and authority plainly tell us both that such perfection, even 
with its natural limitations, is more often missed than hit, and also that training and cultivation are 
for human beings the necessary approach to it. 

It may be argued against me that in standing so tenaciously on the ground of tlie human necessity 
of university education I have immediately cut it from beneath my feet. Not aJJ men can undertake 
a university education: this is a fact of nature rather than social circumstance. But I will have been 
misunderstood if this objection prevails. All men need universities, although not alt men need to go 
to one; for all men need truth even if but a few individuals seek to find it. True knowledge , of its 
very nature , is not to be hoarded up or possessed as a private treasure ; it is the light which, "No 
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man ... putteth it in a secret place, but on a candlestick, that they which come in, may see the light" 
(Lk:. XI, 33); and like "the lightning which shineth out of the one part of heaven" (Lie. XVIT, 24). All 
men need truth at all times and in all things, and this includes those whom nature has not permitted 
to grasp it by their own efforts. For this reason, "the great but ordinary end" for which universities 
exist, comprehends both the ordinariness of common need and the greatness of solemn service. 

It would be well, it would indeed be very well, that young men and women saw in their university 
education a great human necessity; and that their answer to the question , Why go to University? 
were more often, "because I ought to go." 

M. A. Schutzer-Weissman 

Notes: 
(I) Henry James, "Portraits and Places", 1883. 
(2) Schools run according to the system of Joseph Lancaster, who claimed to have, "invented, under 
the blessing of Divine Providence, a new and mechanical system of education." See "The Bleak Age", 
J. L. and B. Hammond, 1947. 
(3) Newman's "The Idea of a University". Much of what I have written here is indebted to Newman's 
''Discourses on the Nature and Scope of a University". 

Bibliography: 
''Discourses on U1e Nature and Scope of a University" - J. H. Newman. 
"Mark Pattinson and the Idea of a University" - J. L. Sparrow, 1967. 
"Some thoughts concerning education" - John Locke, 1690. 
''Dickens and Education" - Philip Collins, 1963. 
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What Shirburnians do in their spare time 

EXPEDITION TO THE WELSH MOUNTAINS 

At the end of last Easter holidays, a very mixed group of Shirbumians gathered inside the Main 
Gate, some after spending a luxurious night in the new Wallace Hotel. prepared and gathered for a 
civilised trip to the outskins of primitive Britain. All of us were, however, connected by the some
what doubtful claim of having been apprehended by The Gaffer previously and invited to accompany 
and protect him on this exploration of the wilds of society. The Expedition/Safari was kitted out 
with one middle-aged minibus and with Mr. Morgan's rather more youthful estate car, which was 
surprisingly enough entrusted with the food . 
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The first stop was at the Victoria and Albert Dock, Bristol, to see the partly-restored S.S. Great 
Britain and to hear a bluff guided tour of it from Mr. Barker, the first of several on the British Heiitage 
that we were to receive. Then it was on to Gloucester, where we were kindly entertained for lunch 
by the Gaffer's sister-in-law before becoming engulfed in the architecture of the Cathedral. In the 
afternoon we reached the Malverns, and starting half-way up that ridge of hills walked to the 
Worcestershire Beacon. At the end of that pleasant stroll, in which budding historians became the 
vanguard and aged classicists took up the distant rear, occurred an interesting romp around Malvern 
itself in search of the elusive youth hostel. 

The next morning saw our party descend on the priory in Malvern and then set off up to the 
Herefordshire Beacon, an ancient hill fort and on down south the remainder of the Malvern ridge, at 
the end of which Sister Siderfin was waiting in the minibus to transport us to Led bury. We inspected 
its fine, large church with separate bell tower; amongst other interesting buildings - like the wooden 
l 5th Century raised market-hall and old timbered museum - were the unique timber and plaster 
toilets, probably the oldest Public Convenience still in use. We continued then to Hereford Cathedral, 
which with its large selection of architectural styles is probably the most beautiful church I have ever 
seen. Towards evening we visited Kilvert's home parish of Bredwardine, and walked back along the 
Wye to the youth hostel at Staunton. On this occasion The Gaffer tried to rid himself of the re
sponsibility for the younger section of the party by sending them down the opposite side of the Wye 
to the hostel. But by a system of logical deduction and observation (at which all Shirburnians naturally 
excel), the attempt was foiled . 

We drove the next day from Staunton down the beautiful Golden Valley to Abbey Dore, of which 
only the transepts and chancel remain standing, and the ill-kept structure functions as an unwieldy 
parish church. Our next stop was another odd church, that of Kilpeck. The building is an example 
of how Christianity has absorbed many of the region's old pagan cults: these are extravagantly 
represented by the carving on the porch's arch and the grotesque scenes carved onto the numerous 
gargoyles. We drove to Hay-on-Wye for lunch by the river and to browse in the largest second-hand 
bookshop in the world. In the afternoon we walked up and over Hay Bluff and into the Black Moun
tains, and then down into the youth hostel at Capel-y-fin. For early risers this hostel provided the 
opportunity to shave while watching a glorious morning sun rising above the skyline of the other 
side of the valley. Further down this valley are the ruins of Llanthony Abbey, whose beauty struck 
us as it did the Headmaster later in the year. The next call was at Crickhowell, where we inspected the 
restored Tudor fortified manor and the castle at Tretower. A long and windy walk that afternoon 
over the western Black Mountains brought us back to Crickhowell over the old hill fort of Table 
Mountain; and our dinner in the Scout's Hall, excellently cooked by Mr. Morgan's mother, revealed 
the fact that A.C.M. himself had once been of the scouting fraternity . 

On the Sunday morning, after a good Communion service in Crickhowell church, the party set off 
to walk over Sugar Loaf Mountain above Abergavenny, from where we drove to White Castle on 
Offa's Dyke. Here we exchanged Dr. Kershaw for Mr. Ellis, whose Beetle was requisitioned by the 
Doctor so that he could drive to Pembroke and pursue his favourite pastime - birdwatching! We saw 
too the substantial ruins of the Roman town of Caerwent in the evening, before going to Chepstow 
youth hostel for the night: this was a Georgian mansion commanding a view over the Severn Bridge, 
and was, incidentally, the only hostel we did not reach by walking. The next morning we laid siege 
to Chepstow Castle, commanding the cliffs above the Wye. Despite the interest of the historical 
architecture, closer inspection of the make-up of the walls was made by various members of the party 
and an ignorant man in official uniform was swift to stop this activity. A spectacular walk followed 
along the section of Offa's Dyke through the woods above the beautiful Wye Valley; we descended 
halfway along for a proper view of the marvellous ruins of Tintern Abbey, and then continued until 
we reached St. Briavel's youth hostel, thus taking in some of the most beautiful scenery in the whole 
of the Welsh Border country. St. Briavels is fascinating, since the hostel is a mediaeval sandstone 
castle, small and squat, with much of the original building still in use : there are portcullis channels 
in the gatehouse, a drawbridge, and , inside, suits of armour and - some patrons asserted - ghosts. 

The next day we walked north again along Offa's Dyke above the Wye until we reached Redbrook, 
and then followed a tortuous route through woods to Newland and its imposing church, the "Cathe
dral in the Forest'', as interesting in its old tombs and inscriptions as it is unexpected in its location. 
We then attacked two more impregnable castles, Raglan and Goodrich, and finished t11e day with a 
pleasant walk by the Wye to Welsh Bicknor youth hostel. This was inaccessible by road and supplies 
had to be brought by bearers a mile along the river and over a bridge. That did not deter The Gaffer, 
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however, from producing the portentous curry which concludes all his bizarre excursions, nor the 
more elegant choristers amongst us from preceding it with a rendering of Byrd's "Non Nobis Domine". 

It remained for us to pack as much as possible into the last day, which began with a visit to Penalt 
church, high up a precipitous slope looking towards Monmouth: inside there is a fine Jacobean 
carved wooden roof and altar rails. The vista from the churchyard lent itself to the team photographs 
which were there taken. Next, Trellech church, with its Saxon preaching cross and Celtic sacrificial 
stone slab; and then Caerleon Roman amphitheatre and barracks of the 2nd Augusta Legion. The 
trip was suitably finished with a short walk along the last section ofOffa's Dyke to its abrupt end at 
the red sandstone cliffs above the Bristol Channel. 

Everyone who went thoroughly enjoyed this trip. As usual, it was hard to give it a specific title 
because it involved so many different activities and interests. Apart from the friendship felt, the walks 
we did and the places we visited, there were various other things that will always stick in our minds: 
Dr. Kershaw's impromptu organ recitals and - rather more seemly - those of Mr. EIUs; Mr. Barker's 
endless games of mental chess with Richard Spencer and Tim Day along the Dyke, while others 
sang the Carmen; the pickle which somehow refused to stay on the cheese sandwiches and always 
spread itself over Mr. Morgan's unfortunate car; and, of course, the inevitable piles of washing-up 
in the evenings! 

The team in blue: C.W.M.-l., J .J.B., J.R.K., A.C.M., P.C.E., Sister Siderfin, Tim Day , Charlie Glasse, 
Angus Lockyer, Mark Lordan, Richard Lloyd, Richard Spencer, the Author, Michael Wade, Jonathan 
Wells and Andrew Yarde. 

Peter Taylor 

SCHOOL TRIP TO VIENNA 

On the 27th March, six boys left from Gatwick Airport for a week's trip to Vienna, along with five 
girls from Godolphin, the girls' public school in Salisoury. Mr. Niven accompanied us on what was to 
be a most enjoyable and fascinating seven days. The trip was an entertaining mixture of cultural 
pursuits such as visits to "A Masked Ball" at the State Opera and to operettas and the houses of 
famous composers, but also we had plenty of time to enjoy the Prater with its dodgems and Giant 
Wheel, to tour round town on the trams, to climb the United Nations Tower above the Danube and 
to stroll in the Vienna Woods. 

On our arrival at Vienna airport we were greeted by our guide from the Anglo-Austrian Society, 
and were driven to a youth hostel which at first seemed to bear more resemblance to Wormwood 
Scrubs than an English equivalent. TI1e inside relieved our despondency, although the food could not 
rn'ltch the central dining hall of dear old Sherbome. 

We first visited St. Stephen's Cathedral (which was destroyed in the last days of the war), Hofburg, 
which was the imperial palace of the Hapsburgs, the Belvedere (a private palace) and Parliament 
House, which I thought to be the most fascinating place of all. It was built in the 17th century in a 
classical style with several modern innovations. Many other places of interest were visited ; for the less
cultured there were the glamorous shops of Vienna's main street, although this was an exercise of 
viewing rather than buying, because of the outrageous prices. 

The language barrier was very marked as none of the party, apart from Mr. Niven, spoke any 
German (although James Huntington-Whitely fancied his skills in this field), but this was no deterrent 
to the party, who agreed that the whole trip was a success. For this we must thank both Mr. Niven 
and the Anglo-Austrian Society, who both put much time and effort into the organisation of a 
thoroughly worthwhile excursion. 

Tony Weller 
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Sherbome PHAB - July 1980 

"Susie's in a wheelchair. She's pretty plump. In fact, it took at least four of us to get her up the 
stairs. She's in love with Martin who, she tells me, is also Physically Handicapped. However, she is 
also seeing a chap called Nigel who just happens to be married. Naturally, Susie explains, Martin is a 
bit jealous, but is she in love? I laughed at that. Not if she was seeing two blokes at once, I told her. 
She said she liked talking to me and wriggled with delight when I told her I hoped she was in love 
with Martin. She's always playing with her frizzy, mousey hair. At meals she insists on having more 
than anyone else and invariably has seconds." 

"Karina Gregory makes a dramatic entry - the door flings open. Enter Karina stage right, rushing 
through the door in her wheelchair. Cheeky as sin. 'Hello trouble,' she cries. She has a long face but it 
seems always to be happy." 

"Alan. Oh dear. Dare I mention Alan?! Alan is a spastic. But what a berk! He walks as though 
he's drunk and, no offence meant, quite often seems to be! He comes from Yeovil and so knows the 
area well. He's been to PHAB a few times and so considers himself an old hand. He can't keep his eyes 
off the girls. He's what one might call a traditional ogler! He's also got a soft spot for Babycham. 
Disgusting stuff. He's certainly not backward. I unfortunately took the stock response upon seeing 
Alan walk into the room and fall over 'Oh, poor thing,' in my best patronising tone, wondering 
whether or not my words had actually got through what must be, I thought, a very thick head. 
'Don't be so bloody stupid,' was the reply from the floor. He's quite frank as well!" 

The above are entries I could well have made in my diary on the first night of PHAB, back in July. 
I indeed felt extremely relaxed by the end of my first day, but I didn't start with such a confident 
air. 

I arrived at Sherborne Girls' School during the afternoon. Yes I was nervous. I hadn't really come 
across Physically Handicapped people before. I was worried that their minds suffered from their 
physical handicap and that I would find it difficult to communicate with them. I believe that a lot 
of people feel this on the first day PHAB. In retrospect, it was the able bodied who were weak in the 
head to even contemplate the fact! 

People arrived in various forms of transport: invalid cars, transits - Susie, of course, came in a 
Rolls Royce. That fact no one was allowed to forget! Sherbo~ PHAB has a strong connection with 
the Anglo-Austrian Society and so we shared the ten days with a dozen or so Austrians ; both PH and 
AB. Anne Dixon and June Taylor acted as die Fuhrer - awesome figures to encounter at 3 a.m.! 

A "Typical" day, if any one day can be called typical, would consist of study groups in the mor
ning followed by an outing in the afternoon and possibly a disco in the evening on the days when we 
returned from our visits in the afternoon. I suffered at the hands of Paul (they call me Sir Paul) 
Carling in the Drama Study Group. Others pursued Music with Gussie Miller, whether they ever 
caught it is another matter! Sue Cameron directed the Film Making Group; Jenny Eden, Craftwork; 
Archie French, Photography; and Philippa Gray, Art. The point of these courses, iflittle else than to 
cover as many people in as much paint as possible, as in some cases, was to work together, not as PH 
or AB, but as PHAB; a unit, to produce, at the end of the ten days a presentation of our work. 

The afternoons were varied. 
A day trip to Weymouth to swim, at least for the brave few; a journey to Bath to see the Roman 

remains; an evening barbecue at Poyntington Manor and the unforgettable reception given to us by 
the Rotary Club of Sherborne at the Castle. The swimming pool and the canoeing were the greatest 
of fun, as was the horse riding which only the most intrepid among us undertook. The discos really 
brought out everyone's daring as they resulted in a crazy form of dodgems! 

I do feel, however, that my account of PHAB is totally inadequate, for as I try to arrange all the 
memories that swim around my mind and to straighten my thoughts, I invariab ly end up sitting back 
in my chair and chuckling! PHAB is indeed a holiday to be experienced. I suppose that it is the 
atmosphere of equality that lingers most memorably: no one is " less" than anyone else in any way. 

It is that last night that brings it all together: the performance of the Drama Group's extrava
ganza; looking at the photographs and admiring the pictures. Everyone reflects on the ten days 
together around the camp fire and the traditional songs are sung. It 's a pretty emotional end to 
PHAB! People saying goodbye for possibly a whole year. Some try to keep the good old stiff upper 
lip, but for others it's all too much! 

Why go to PHAB? 
Well, for me, it helped me to understand the problems of the physically handicapped, and above 

all, I shared with about fifty people some of the most amusing, exciting, ten days of my life. 
And why do the handicapped go to PHAB? 
I answer with the reply I was given by Karina, a sixteen year old who is confined to a wheelchair, 

when I asked her exactly the same question on the first day. 
" I come to PHAB, because when I'm here I feel as though I'm walking." 

Hugh Williams 



Literary and Artistic 

"Janie and Me" 

' "He's dead" 
were the words she used. Just three words. 

Of course, I didn't know what to say. I never do in that sort of situation. I never do. You know, I 
always get it wrong. Just three words. Three very, very hard words. She didn't even name him. Didn't 
even name him. 'He's dead'. Her brother was dead. Her brother is dead. 

Janie I know, well, quite well. My parents 'have known hers for ages. I'm at a boarding school, 
miles away from home, but I write to Mum and Dad once a week, or phone them. My scfiooI's one of 
those great Victorian buildings. It makes the strain even greater, just being in one building. We're 
small, for a public school: only about one hundred and fifty of us. The grounds always seem far too 
big for the size of the school. Janie goes to a convent just across the road. 'Just across the road,' 
means about a mile away, in fact. She used to be a day-girl, but her parents thought it better that she 
become a boarder. They thought it best for her to get away from home. Become independent. In fact, 
put her in the deep end. I don't think Janie can swim. 

She's quite tall, for a girl. Well, I never really expect girls to be tall. But she's not unattractive as 
height often makes a girl. She's not really pretty , mind you. She's just quietly attractive. Yes, that's 
what I'd call her, 'quietly attractive'. Janie and I have met quite a lot since her brother's death. You 
know, I thought it might help - keep a link from home and all that. Oh, it's not as if she was going 
mad or anything like that. I just thought she might want a friend around. Keep a link from home, 
as I said.' 

Janie sits alone in her room, all alone. She picks up her book and reads, for a few minutes, no 
more. In truth she can't read for any longer; her mind keeps drifting back to her brother. He is dead 
now. Or is he? 

She thinks of that trick they set for Mummy; she was soaked. They laughed a lot. They laughed a 
lot when Daddy fell overboard and had to cling on to the dinghy for all he was worth. They laughed 
when Mum called them in to learn about the birds and the bees; Janie had had a boyfriend for five 
months. 

They had laughed an awful lot. 
They had an awful lot to laugh about. 
Her brother was good-looking, he was tall, his hair was straight, like Janie's. 
She sits alone on her bed and tries to read again. The words float on the page. 
She recalls the boating trips they had on the Serpentine. They were happy, then. 

She sits alone on her bed and tries to read again. The words mingle with each other. 
She thinks of the friends they both made, the parties they went to. They always wondered at the 

fact that as brother and sister they had never argued. She was confident and secure, then. 
'The school hasn't changed, not at all. The red brick, in all its Victorian bareness hasn't gone; 

I doubt it ever will. It's like the teachers inside it: they're Victorian, and they'll never go away. The 
bell rings each morning, regular, regular. I'm always saying I'll throw that stupid bell out of the 
highest window on my last day here. I doubt I will. What would the Headmaster say? What would I 
say? I wouldn't know what to say. I never do in that sort of situation. Yes, the masters are still here. 
Well, anyway, I've only got a couple of years to go now. What will I do then? I don't really know at 
the moment, not really. Probably I.aw at University, but that's quite hard, I've heard. I like the sound 
of Insurance. I suppose that could help, couldn't it? Slip in the back way, couldn't I? No, the school 
hasn't gone. My friends are still here. Yes, my friends are. Of course, they'll be leaving someday. It'll 
be sad leaving here, yes, that I have to admit. Saying goodbye. I don't like saying goodbye. 

I don't know what to say. I never do .... 
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I'm not looking forward to saying goodbye at all. Still, my friends are here. Good friends. 
I haven't seen Janie for a few days." 



Janie's school has changed. Some of the teachers have left. There are a lot of new girls, they all 
look very pleasant. But the school has changed, she feels. Everyone smiles at her in a terrifyingly 
unsure way. She finds herself continually looking in the mirror, checking that there isn't something 
wrong with her face. She is avoided carefully, she thinks. If people can help it they aren't left alone 
with Janie. The tension is considerable when a girl finds herself left alone with her. The staff seem 
considerate. " If there's anything at all". They say their bit. "A great loss". She thinks they try to 
forget her. Perhaps they think she's dead. At any rate, they must tllink she's lost a limb. She feels 
as though she's lost her heart. She feels as though her friends have left her, they don't really want to 
know. 

They aren't sure about Janie. 
'I got a letter from Janie this morning. She does seem very upset with everything at her place. 

Positively dreadful place, I reckon. Worse buildings than here. I know because we went to sing even
song there once. Horrible modem buildings. The chapel's got a huge wooden cross on the outside. All 
showy, not what I call humble, anyway. She wants me to meet her next week, at night time. Perhaps 
she wants a chat. I expect she wants a good old chat. She probably hasn't had a chat with anyone for 
a bit. Well, I suppose all her chums at school are being marvellous. From what l know they're a good 
bunch. Well then, I'll meet her down by the Ford next week, I suppose. I hope I haven't got assembly 
that night. I don't think so.' 

She walks down the main corridor, pushes the swing door and walks in to the Dom. Sci. Lab., the 
letters printed as in a mirror, she thinks, as she looks at the door swinging behind her. 

She remembers the playground and the games that they played. Class starts. 
Janie now sits alone. That other girl has moved down the bench gradually. Janie feels very mucl1 

rejected. 
She hopes he received her letter. 
The water plays on the twig trapped between a pebble embedded on the stream floor and a lazy 

branch which hangs over the bank. A car has recently driven through the ford, she knows, as tyre 
marks run for a few feet on one side of the stream, before fading into the gravel background of the 
road. She waits by the lamp post on the opposite side of the stream. where the car had come from. 
Moths, and the occasional daddy-Jong-legs fight to reach the centre of the light. They don't know 
they never will. 

She thinks of when they squirted water at the light in the bathroom; the light had shattered. They 
were frightened , Mummy wasn't pleased then. He died a month ago today. Only a month. It seems ... 

She watches the moths battle for a moment and then looks down to see him entering the water, 
coming across towards her. He had got her letter. He has his wellingtons on. The water makes the grey 
surface shiny black as the rubber moistens. That girl, she now thinks, has moved down the bench 
from her. Janie feels very much rejected. He reaches the lamp post where she stands. He smiles hello. 
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Before he can speak she makes up her mind , 
"Hold me" 

'Of course, I didn't know what to say. I never do in that sort of situation. 
I never do.' 

Hugh Williams 



SPORT 
Cricket 

1st XI 

The weather can have a big pa.rt to play in a cricket team's fortunes and the 1980 season was no 
exception. The first half of term was accompanied by warm sunshine, hard wickets and fears of 
drought a la 1976, conditions ideal for Sherbome batsmen who are inclined to be front-foot drivers. 
In this period the Dorset Rangers, the Free Foresters, Bishops Stortford and Bradfield College were 
all soundly beaten, whilst there were two absorbing and eventually evenly matured draws with 
Clifton and Radley. Against Sherborne Town the team escaped with a draw thanks to a fine innings 
by Turner. 

The weather in the latter half of the tem1 was in stark contrast. Overcast skies and cold winds plus 
constant interruptions by rain led to slow wickets requiring a high degree of skill and the willingness 
to graft patiently on the part of the batsman. Too often however tile School failed to adapt their 
technique to the different circumstances. Two defeats took place, at the hands of the MCC and 
Sedbergh School who were on tour. This last was a match on the Friday of Commemoration to 
thrill impartial spectators, cheer greatly Sedberghians and drive Sherbo me cricket master to the apparent 
sanctuary of the Crown Inn: Sedbergh 163 for 9 declared, Sherbome 144 for 2 with 8 overs remaining, 
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during which time the School lost its last 8 wickets for 12 runs, including 3 wickets in the last over 
and one off the last ball of the match! Blundell's and Haileybury however were very soundly beaten, 
D. F. Gibb's XI excitingly so by two wickets off the penultimate ball of the match, whilst draws 
were achieved with King's Taunton, Downside, Cheltenham and Marlborough. (In these last two cases 
Sherbome wins were denied by the opponent's last wicket pair). An enjoyable season then in which 
much good cricket was played and a number of fiercely-fought contests took place, with a final 
record of Pl 7. W7. L2. 08. 

The bowling was certainly well-balanced and accurate if not always particularly penetrating. 
Blackbum bowled tirelessly and with fire and at times almost seemed to will batsmen out; Rydon, in 
contrast, relied on a fine natural action and considerable movement through the air; Sanderson came 
into his own towards the end of the season with his well-flighted slow left ann deliveries culminating 
in his taking 8 for 76 against the Pilgrims; Quinlan provided an interesting contrast with his off-breaks 
although th.is facet of his game did not develop as much as one anticipated, perhaps as a consequence 
of the marked advance of his batting; Wilson completed the attack; always a cheerful presence in the 
side he provided some dangerous spells when concentrating fully. As usual Sherbome lacked a really 
fast bowler, particularly one who could polish off the tail. At the beginning of term Garlick promised 
to provide this but Jack of accuracy eventually cost him his place. 

The batting relied a little too much on the efforts of two players. Turner proved himself an accom
plished and very consistent opener achieving ten scores of between 43 and 79 in his 17 innings, 
whilst Blackbum, although losing form in the latter part of the season, batted with obstinacy and no 
little skill so that in the first half of term he was only once dismissed for less than 50. Webb and 
Rydon proved themselves well capable of playing innings of high quality but have not yet quite 
achieved the consistency necessary to be considered outstanding performers. Lund, Martin and Ford 
all played useful innings but have not yet developed the ability to make runs against all sorts of 
bowling in all conditions - as much as anything they need experience. 

The close catching was poor but the out-fielding was usually good and sometimes outstanding, 
not least against Haileybury when two memorable catches (by Rydon and Turner) allied to two 
smart run outs demoralised the opposition. At the heart of this fine out-cricket was the stumper, 
Uoyd, who kept the wicket with style and skill. 

Much good cricket was played during the season but at times one got the feeling that talent was 
being wasted. To succeed in the junior teams natural ability is sufficient but at 1st Xl level a pro
fessional approach is crucial: that is, trying to do the right thing at the right time. We had too many 
players who did not really think about their game nor were prepared to work at their technique. For 
success at 0 level it is sufficient to mug up formulae and dates, success at A level, however, requires 
the ability to apply these formulae and dates to different circumstances, and so it is with cricket in 
the I st XI. Blackbum was a marked exception to all this. His enormous enthusiasm and considerable 
determination allied to a sound cricketing brain made him an outstanding Captain. The Upper will 
not be the same next year without his piercing appeals and constant activity. 

D.F.G. 
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2nd XI 

The performance of the 2nd XI this year was above all a t ribute to tradition created by PMW. 
As one fresh to Sherborne cricket, who never really knew Paddy , I am filled with admiration at the 
attitude which they displayed to their cricket, which was obviously due to his inspiration and which 
I am sure will be the touchstone by which all Sherbome sides will be judged for many years to come. 
If I refer to the fine attacking batting, the athletic bowling and fielding or above all the high standards 
of sportsmanship, devotees of the game will understand the great contribution which he made. 

The foundation for a successful and unbeaten season was laid by the strength of the batting, 
which when the need arose stretched right down the order. Drew (twice), Martin, Gray, Ford and Price 
all recorded half centuries of quality, and Dally, captain and wicket keeper, made a significant con
tribution at no. 3 or 4 , particularly coming into the runs during the final month of the season. It was 
noticeable that many of the runs were the result of shots of high calibre and taken with the minimum 
of risk. We reserved our best display for the Close at Clifton, where we scored 200 runs in two hours. 
Drew played one of the most accomplished innings you are likely to see from a 2nd XI cricketer, 
with shots all round the wicket, whilst Gray fmished the demolition job with a seemingly endless 
flow of cover drives. Unfortunately the large scores, which we amassed in quick time , seemed to act 
as a deterrent to the opposition, who all too frequently were content to settle for a draw. 

Our attack was spearheaded by Stevenson , who at times beat the bat by sheer pace , but unfor
tunately after half-term he suffered a recurrence of a back injury and never recovered full fitness. 
Warburton, bowling left arm over the wicket, was an admirable foil, generating a fair amount of pace 
and proving very difficult to get away. He will take many more wickets in the future, bowling half 
as well. Powe and Henderson provided very good support, with their greater ability to move the ball 
in the air and off the seam. As is so often the case, when playing on such benign wickets, it was the 
spinners who achieved the major breakthroughs. After producing a match-winning and well sustained 
performance with his off spinners against Clifton, on a pitch giving some assistance, Thomas grew 
in confidence as the season progressed and became our highest wicket taker. Jenkins, bowling left 
arm off spinners, also took some useful wickets. 

The fielding was not always immaculate , but there were some memorable run outs and in our 
match at Clifton, two remarkable catches by Henderson and Roberts. The performance of the latter 
in the field , together with Gill, made them extremely valuable members of the side and by the end 
of the season their batting was showing real promise. 

Finally I should like to thank John Dally for his excellent captaincy on and off the field. His 
attitude towards field placings and alterations showed a good tactical appreciation of the game. He 
also listened very patiently to my advice and even at times followed it! No team is complete without 
a scorer. David Madden could not have been more willing or more efficient and our sincere thanks go 
to him, not least for providing the facts and figures given below. 

Results 

a) Sherborne 168 (Martin 64) in 44 overs 
Wells Cathedral School 135/S (Powe 2 - 22, Thomas 2 - 28) in 45 overs. 
Drawn. 

b) Taunton 134 {Stevenson 4 -25, Drew 3 - 35) in SO overs. 
Sherborne 135/2 {Rice 80, Gray 29) in 30 overs. 
Won by 8 wickets. 

c) Sherborne 168/7 dee. (Drew 58, Henderson 24) in 35 overs. 
Millfield 120/2 in 34 overs. 
Drawn. 

d) Sherborne 205/5 dee. (Gray 91 *, Drew 64) in 35.3 overs. 
Clifton 78 (Thomas 6 - 33 , Drew 2 - 5) in 33.1 overs. 
Won by 127 runs. 

e) Sherborne 144/9 dee. (Gray 29, Ford 28) in 39 overs. 
King's, Taunton 84/8 {Henderson 2 - 3 , Jenkins 3 - 26) in 37 overs. 
Drawn. 

R.C.F.G. 
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I) Sherborne 141/6 dee. (Ford 26, Gray 39, Dally 26) in 45 overs. 
Bournemouth 86/5 (Thomas 2 - 17) in 36 overs. 
Drawn. 

g) Sherborne 185/4 dee. (Ford 70, Dally 40*, Martin 3 1) in 39 overs. 
Blundell's 128/8 (Jenkins 2 · 7, Thomas 4 - 51) in 40 overs. 
Drawn. 

h) Sherborne 144/7 dee. (Roberts 29*, Powe 28*) in 41 overs. 
St. Bartholomew's School, Newbury 1st XI 84 (Thomas 6 - 47) in 32.1 overs. 
Won by 60 runs. 

Summary: Played 8; Won 3; Lost O; Drawn 5. 

The team was: 
J. S. R. Dally*, C. A.H. Gray, J. I. S. Stevenson, D. M. Henderson, H.F. Gill, E. M. G. Roberts, 
R. S. Powe, A.G. Warburton, I. R. Jenkins, N. J. Ford, C. R. Martin , 0. E. M. Thomas, (all with 
colours). Also played: J. R. Drew, H. W. Ambrose, J. W. S. Lund, R. A.H. Rice, R. A. Openshaw. 
Scorer: D. A.G. Madden. 

3rd XI 

Won 2 Lost 2 Drawn 3 

Through inefficiency on my part it is the middle of September as I attempt to remember the 
cricket of 1980. There were three captains, I recall, and we were thrashed by Clayesmore 1st XI who 
honoured us by putting the result in the paper, calling us Sherborne XI. Spurred on by this the side 
improved as the term progressed! It was unfortunate that the three best fixtures, against other schools' 
frrst elevens, came at the beginning of term as the players began to appreciate some of the finer 
points of tactics and began to bat with greater resolution. The bowling lacked penetration and as a 
result there were several tedious draws. Certainly the side did not contain the natural players of the 
previous year but it was with great pleasure that Richard Openshaw, in his third season on the Lower, 
scored his first run on the thirds against Sexey's. He went on to make 62 and became the backbone 
of the team. He scored more than twice as many runs as anyone else and captained the side to an 
enthralling victory over BlundeU's in the final match. Martin Carey vowed that although elevated 
from captain of the 4th's in 1979 to captain of the 3rd's his feet would remain firmly in the crease. 
Even so his defiant 44 against Clifton proved that hockey players can, occasionally, score runs. The 
whirling bat of 'Barry' Richards caused great anxiety to the fielders on the midwicket boundary but 
either the ball sailed over their heads or neatly removed the bails. It was a pity that he forgot that 
he was on the cricket field, and not in the swimming pool, when he went for a dive over the boundary. 
His collarbone appears to be mending well. Ian Jenkins had the uneviable job of captaining the side 
at the beginning of the term but while he had little success w1th the bat his ability to turn the ball 
soon saw him promoted to more distinguished pastures across the road. My thanks to him and to the 
other captains, to CHRN for umpiring and to all the players on the Lower for another entertaining 
season. 

Sher borne 
Clayesmore 1st XI 
Sherborne 
Sher borne 
King's, Taunton 
Sherbome 
Sherborne 

141 
163 - 8 dee. 
147 
170 - 4 dee. 
46 
148 · I dee. 
120 

Results 

Sexey's 1st XI 
Sherborne 
Bishop Wordsworth I st XI 
Clifton 
Sherbo me 
Bournemouth 2nd XI 
Blundell's 

98 - 6 
35 
148 - 8 
84 .9 
48-0 
87 - 9 
112 

MJ H 

Drawn 
Lost by 128 runs 
Lost by 2 wkts. 
Drawn 
Won by JO wkts. 
Drawn 
Won by 8 runs 

Team: I. Jenkins, R. Openshaw, M. Carey, S. Curtis, P. Caines, S. Buchanan, M. Cassidy, M. Peplow, 
M. Evans, G. Hudson, H. Ambrose, J. Oborne, R. Roope, W. Richards. 
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4th XI 

Cometh the hour, cometh the man. In all, 26 different players represented the 4th XI during the 
season, and not a single one of them failed to distinguish himself in such a way as to deserve an epic 
strain of praise or ridicule. 

Of Bravery first sing, then, 0 Muse, whose lusty blows put to flight the most aggressive assaults 
our opponents could hurl at us; through whose high spirit and flashing blade the Fates themselves 
(in the person of the umpire) were brought nigh to the dust. (His flashing blade did actually bring 
Simon Curtis to measure his length in the dust with one particularly trenchant straight drive.) 

Sing, too, of Curtis, whose neat footwork showed how truly he was kin to Thetis' son, and of 
Caines, too early lost, transported to the Elysian fields of the 3rd XI. These were the vanguard, 
terrible in looks and blows, (as opening stands of 99, 100 and 52 testify). 

Sing next of archers and javelin-throwers, whose red bolts were like to mingle with their opponents' 
gore: the noble Richards - truly he could both give a hit and take one; (and, in another sense, he had 
to, breaking his shoulder-bone and retiring to the shades where Arlott and Maskell whispered all the 
day of other heroes' deeds.) Rees-Williams and Foreman, adopting curious Phrygian styles, broke 
through defences otherwise sound, and triumphed among the spoils while their defeated foes went 
weary back to their pavilions. 

Too great, too many were the feats performed on that Lower Field this season, too poor my skill, 
to tell of all as it should rightly be. Save, as is proper, I must record the worthy part played by our 
noble captain, Simon Lough. His very dress, of ancient descent, and stained with the hues of countless 
campaigns, inspired awe. His selfless spirit - so often surrendering the chance to bat or bowl (his own 
prerogative) - oftimes ensured success. Forget not yet, gentle reader, his able lieutenant, McKinnon
Croft , faithful on all occasions, ready girt in gauntlets and gives of combat. 

But of the whole brigade, though their names be absent here, none wilJ be forgotten surely, while 
the word "epic" is known and understood. 

(Incidentally, they lost twice, but won the other four games.) 
Played for the 4th XI: P. Caines, S. Curtis, N. A. C. Foreman, P. Bowen, M. Dixon, W. G. Hamilton , 

S. Lough (Capt.), W. Richards, R. Roope, G. McKinnon-Croft (Wkt.), S. Rees.Williams, P. Sinker, 
P. Simper, J. Peplow, D. Lane, J. Perkins, S. Barker, D. Maddocks, G. Bravery, N. Snell , A. Dowding, 
D. Manson , J. Young, N. Sandall, D. MacAdam, R. Argles. 

M.A. S.-W. 
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COLTS 

Results 

v. Taunton - draw: Sherborne 127 
Taunton 67 - 9 (Taylor 6 - 22) 

v. Mill field - draw: Sherborne 157 - 9 declared 
Millfield 150 - 9 (Grellier 3 - 37) 

v. Clifton - draw: Sherborne 154 - 3 declared (Dudgeon 71, Jones 61) 
Clifton 86 - 5 (Kellaway 3 - I 0) 

v. King's Taunton - draw: Sherborne 151 - 7 declared (Bennett 42 , Jones 38) 
King's Taunton 54 - 7 

v. Blundell's - won by 9 wkts.: Sherborne 61 - I (Dudgeon 35) 
Blundells 59 (Garlick 5 - 23, Billington 3 - 37) 

v. Harrow - draw: Sherborne 159 (Kellaway 67) 
Harrow 131 - 8 (Billington 4 - 40) 

In an era when test matches are won almost entirely by fast bowling, the following notice appeared 
at Sherborne: - "would anyone who is of Colts age and can bowl fast please come for a trial". Several 
people tried their hand at propelling the ball quickly and moderately accurately from one end of the 
cricket pitch to the other, but none succeeded, and with Paul Garlick spending most of the season 
in the I st XI, the Colts usually played without a strike bowler. This is reflected very accurately by 
the results - one win and five draws: we were good enough to outplay the opposition, but not ¥ood 
enough to beat them. 

The batting improved as the season progressed : Michael Jones displayed considerable technique 
and thoroughly deserved his promotion to the !st XI, but he must learn to assess his contribution in 
the wider context of the game as a whole. Tim Dudgeon played some very important innings in his 
own unique style: one moment defending grimly , and the next smiting the ball out of the ground. 
Matthew Bennett seemed to have made a study of David Gower and early in his innings spent much 
of the time wandering across the crease without going forward or back. When he played positively, 
he showed a considerable array of good strokes which marked him out as a I st XI player for the 
future. Perhaps the best strokes of all were played by David Kellaway and his innings against Harrow 
was very important ;but he must rid himself of the habit of also playing the worst shots of the innings. 

The bowling could perhaps best be described as "steady". Everyone gave of their best, and most 
bowled reasonably accurately, but this led only to a surfeit of maiden overs and last hours of numbing 
boredom. Tim Billington should become a good slow left arm bowler if he learns to bowl his sub
sequent overs as accurately as he always bowls the first one: and Paul Garlick has the ability to be a 
very good fast bowler, but only if he bowls from close to the stumps and then reasonably straight. 

Throughout the season the team was captained genially by George Tice who showed a considerable 
knowledge and understanding of the game: his leadership produced an average over rate of about 23 
overs per hour - just a bit quicker than the average rate in test matches. 

JUNIOR COLTS 

The season started with a great deal of activity preparing for the Dorset County Final of the 
Lord's Taverners' Competition. The match resulted in an easy victory for the school against Poole 
G.S. by 97 runs thanks to two fine half centuries from M. Jones and M. Bennett, as well as some 
good and accurate bowling from R. Taylor, R. Uoyd and J. Quinlan. 

After this early success the team were hoping for a good season. The first match against Taunton 
ended with the scores level at 141 but with the school chasing runs for victory all the way and just 
failing. H. Alexander with 54 was the mainstay of the charge for runs. The next match against Mill field 
was a disaster - some very poor batting left us all out for 41 and they won by 7 wickets. 

The County Round of the Lord's Taverners' competition took us to Marlborough to play the 
College who were the Wiltshire champions. We did very well to restrict Marlborough to 107. We then 
struggled against some very fast bowling and were all out for 79. A great deal was learnt by the team 
and maybe next year it will prove invaluable. 
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The rest of the season was bedevilled by rain. Victories over Clifton, Bryanston and Blundell's 
and a defeat by King's, Taunton were the only other fixtures played. Rain washed out the matches 
against Canford and Downside. 

The side, very ably captained by R. Rydon, was always buoyant even in defeat and very enjoyable 
to coach. There is talent there - in some cases latent - but I feel sure it will blossom. H. Alexander 
scored twice as many runs as anyone else. R. Rydon was finding his touch at the end of the season. 
R. Spink; S. Bryant; R. Nitsch all had their moments. J. Quinlan will also say that he had his too! The 
bowling was always tidy and accurate without ever having any real penetration. J. Quinlan and R . 
Lloyd always were the last of the seam bowlers. R. Rydon bowled his off breaks to good effect. 
C. Rugge-Price picked up some useful wickets. The fielding was always good - R. Nitsch showing 
a fine example. 

We now look forward to the tour of Sussex - fine weather allowing us to play any cricket. A 
further report will follow. 

Team: R. Rydon, H. Alexander, R. Spink, J. Quinlan, C. Rugge-Price, S. Bryant, R. Nitsch, R. 
Lloyd,J. Milward, T. Milner, R. Mather. 

M.J.C. 

U-14 

The overall impression left by the season has been one of increased cooperation and cohesion 
between the many talented members of the squad. In this year more than most, we seem to haye 
blessed with more prep school captains and leading run-makers than ever before. It can be a difficult 
transition to the bigger world of Sherbome cricket where team-work is of crucial importance. 

The side did not lose and did not look like losing. They were particularly effective in the Jimited
overs games and were worthy winners of the Lords Taverners Trophy. The main strength of the side 
had to be the depth of batting, with Simon Knechtli and Mark Bryant giving a finn foundation on 
which hard hitters such as Daniel Thome, Richard Tice and "Billy" Brock frequently built. The pace 
bowling of the side was spearheaded by Ivan Sharpe and Richard Matthews, ably assisted by Spencer 
Ewen, Jeremy Longrigg and Julian Cranton. Andrew Bolton kept wicket with a calm and cheerful 
efficiency. 

If there was a weakness in the side, it was in achieving a true killer instinct; on several occasions 
draws were allowed to occur, when a victory was possible with a little more edge to the play. This 
was particularly evident at Clifton, where the overall performance was undistinguished and lessons 
were learnt about setting their own standards. 

The season ended on a high note with the Lord 's Taverners' victory and the news that three members 
of the side had been selected to play for the West of England Public Schools XI ; they were Richard 
Tice, as captain, Mark Bryant and Ivan Sharpe. The progress of these three and of the whole squad 
was greatly helped by the frequent appearance of MMW, and his coaching was greatly appreciated. 
My own thanks must also extend to DFG for his peerless administration, to Bob Clarke for producing 
cricketing wickets of such a high standard, and to Richard Tice for being such a splendidly con
scientious captain, who remained cheerful to the end. 

Played I 1 Won 7 Drawn 4 Lost 0 
R.A.H. 
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MINI COLTS B XI 

Played 6 Won4 Drew2 Lost 0 

The results show that the Mini-Colts B came through the season undefeated, but it should be 
noted that the two draws (against Clayesmore at home and Clifton away) almost went the wrong 
way and that the " June Monsoon" led to the cancellation of a couple of tough away fixtures. Having 
said that, the team deserves credit for playing some attractive and often exciting cricket and for 
generally managing to remain alert and agile in the field. 

As well as displaying shrewd cricketing sense as captain, Bourke batted stylishly and made the 
second highest total of runs including 53 n.o. and 46. However, the outstanding batting performances 
were two centuries - one from Sugden who in addition to a typically forceful 102 n.o. against 
Fosters away made several useful 30's on other occasions, the other from Millar who earlier in the 
season never qujte managed to put it together but came good in the last match (against Fosters at 
home) when he made a hard-hitting 104. Of other batsmen, Oliver could usually be relied upon to 
add a few quick runs and Cockerham featured in a number of useful opening stands as well as keeping 
wicket tidily. 

There were two excellent bowling feats. After spells in earlier games when he was clearly dissatis
fied with his performance, Whelan found form with a vengeance in the last match taking 7 wickets 
for a single run from 6 overs of sustained and accurate speed, while the wily Gilshenan who ended up 
as the top wicket taker with 15 victims used his spin to great effect on the notorious Fosters slope 
and returned figures of 7 for 23. It should perhaps be pointed out though that 4 more runs would 
have been conceded on this occasion if the present writer had not suffered a fearful blow to his left 
forearm in vainly seeking to evade a very powerful straight drive in the course of umpiring this game! 
Of other bowlers, Abate and Ward, and particularly the latter, were unlucky not to take more wickets 
in their openong attacks. Ewen bowled well against Millfield but was soon after promoted to the 
A team, and Fitzgerald picked up some wickets against Clifton. 

The rain apart then, this was a good season for the Mini-Colts Band my thanks and theirs must go 
to the indefatigable R.A.H., the supremo of Under-14 cricket, for laying solid foundations at the 
base of the school cricketing pyramid in terms of both individual skills and also team spirit. 

Also played: Chandler, Fawcett, Whittell, Lowe. 
P.S.F. 
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ATHLETIC CLUB 1980 

The senior team were able to cover all the recognised twelve events in an inter-school athletic 
meeting with specialists, so a good season was expected. After losing to Millfleld in the first match 
(but winning six of the individual events), the school went on to defeat eight other schools. 

As usual, our middle-distance tradition was carried on by Knight, Perkins (400 metres), Lane 
(800 metres) and Egerton-King (1500 metres), and our sprinting was respectable through the Captain, 
Miller, being backed up by Moseley and Perkins, plus a timely appearance of Rice halfway through 
the season. We were aJso strong in the high hurdles with competitors Fitzpatrick, Upton and Winterton 
available. Winterton never seemed to have time to rest, as he also competed in the high jump, discus 
and his specialist event, the javelin. 

Although the focal point is the track, there is nothing more demoralising than reading that result 
sheet from a far comer of the field and flllding that the match is slipping away because of poor 
results in the field events. Bett and Edwards (high jump), Young, Miller and Upton (long and triple 
jump), Leman, Redmond and Dorey (shot and discus) made sure that useful points came from 
these departments. 

The highlight of the season was the well-organised Llltra Shield competition at Allhallows. The 
depth of a club is tested by having to provide three competitors for every event , and the 400 metres 
hurdles, 5000 metres and 4 x 400 metres events being added to the programme. The result was in 
doubt right up to the final event , the 4 x 400 metres. The School had to win this race to win the 
match against a strong Bryan st on team. Moseley, Hornell-Scott and Perkins gave Knight a lead, who 
in tum went off at a suicidal pace so that his opponent could not tuck in for most of the lap. In a 
most thrilling finish , Sherborne were able to hang on for first place. 

The under-I 7's were not a strong side. Individuals improved throughout the season in our weak 
field events, but not enough to gain top positions in their events. T. Williams scurried to dffferent 
areas trying to pick up points in various field events, but once more we depended on our track 
competitors. Wade ( I 00 and 200 metres), Hornell-Scott (200 and 400 metres), Chavasse (800 met res) 
and Barker (1500 metres) always performed with credit. 



The under-15's showed tremendous potential over a wide choice of events. They would have 
gained much from the technical coaching available to them. 

Again, we were well represented at County level, but the weather hampered the selection pro
cedure for AH-England Championships. However, the School was represented in the seniors by 
Miller (long jump), Winterton Gavelin) and Fitzpatrick (high hurdles). The experience of being part 
of these championships, this year held at Liverpool, is something the boys will never forget. Fitzpatrick 
did particularly well to reach the semi-finals in the hurdles. 

Again , we were fortunate in the masters available for coaching, and all events were covered. The 
club is grateful to Messrs. Harris, Gibson, Mercer, Morgan , Carling, Freeman and Gardiner for allowing 
this to happen. 

Also we are grateful to other masters who have given up their time to officiate at home matches 
and sports day. 

Seniors 
3rd May 

Results 

A.M.D. 

1st Millfield 122 pts. 
l OU1 May 
1st Sherborne 1 OS pts. 
15th May 

2nd Sherborne 104 pts. 

2nd Clifton 98 pts. 

3rd Queen's Taunton 57 pts. 

3rd King's Taunton 79 pts. 

I st Sherborne 81 pts. 
24th May Lutra Shield Meeting. 
l st Sherborne 387~ pts. 
3rd Clifton 344 pts. 
7th June 
I st Sherborne 145 pts. 
19th June 
1st Sherbo me 136 pts. 

Under I Ts 
3rd May 

2nd Dauntsey's 59 pts. 

2nd Bryanston 380 pts. 
4th Allhallows 290~ pts. 

2nd Milton Abbey 84 pts. 

2nd Milton Abbey 73 pts. 

3rd King's Bruton 59 pts. 

3rd Canford 71 pts. 

1st Millfield 106 pts. 2nd Queen's Taunton 99 pts. 3rd Sherborne 82 pts. 
10th May 
!st Clifton 107~ pts. 2nd King's Taunton 104* pts. 3rd Sherborne 73 pts. 
15th May 
I st Dauntsey's 71 pts. 2nd Sherbome 69 pts. 
17th May North Dorset Championships. 
l st Bryanston 81 pts. 2nd Sherbome 38 pts. 3rd Blandford Upper 31 pts. 
4th Gillingham 21 pts. 5th Shaftesbury Grammar 18 pts. 6th Sturrninster Newton 16 pts. 
7th June 
1st Sherborne 109 pts. 2nd Milton Abbey 96 pts. 3rd King's Bruton 75 pts. 
19th June 
1st Canford 107 pts. 2nd Sherborne 106 pts. 3rd Milton Abbey 72 pts. 

Under 15's 
3rd May 
1st Millfield 126 pts. 2nd Sherborne 89 pts. 3rd Queen's Taunton 67 pts. 
10th May 
1st Sherborne 96 pts. 2nd King's Taunton 84 pts. 3rd Clifton 75 pts. 
1 Sth May North Dorset Championships 
1st Bryanston 63 pts. 2ndShaftesburyGrarnmar48~pts. 3rd Sherborne 48 pts. 
4th Gillingham 23* pts. 5th Christy's 20* pts. 6th Sturrninster Newton 16 pts. 
19th June 
l st Clifton 76 pts. 2nd Sherbome 66 pts. 
5th July 
lst Bournemouth Select 194 pts. 2nd Sherborne 174 pts. 3rd Bryanston 152 pts. 
4th Marlborough 122 pts. 5th King's Taunton 73 pts. 
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TENNIS 

1st V1 

This was a team that took a long time to settle, but which achieved some very good wins when it 
did. There were three old colours (Arnheim, Tustain and Allardyce), and a promising pair from last 
year's Colts (Batcup and Bradshaw), all of whose places in the team were fairly secure from the start. 
The sixth place was contested by Wade, Brooking, Woolley, and Robeson, eventually going to Robeson. 

The first of the two defeats was against a Taunton side that has been unbeaten for 2 years. Despite 
this, it was a very narrow defeat, and a few crucial points in two tie-breaks might have turned a 4-5 
loss into a 54 victory. The second defeat, against a solid but not dazzling Bryanston side, was the 
only really disappointing match of the season. It was a winnable match, despite the score. 

The three 54 wins after half-term were the high point of the season. Each victory was against 
traditionally strong opposition, all of whom expected to beat us this year. None depended on a clean 
sweep of wins by one pair, and therefore each was the result of consistent and determined play by 
the whole team. Arnheim and Allardyce were a talented if somewhat unpredictable l st pair. Batcup 
and Bradshaw were a sound and promising 2nd pair. With two more years in the team, they have time 
to develop a stronger attacking game, which will enable them to maintain their promise against the 
strongest and steadiest opposition. Their taking of the deciding and final set in the Marlborough 
match in the gathering gloom and amidst a torrential downpour is hard to forget, by the team and no 
doubt by the sodden gut in their rackets. Tustain, after relinquishing his place in the l st pair, made an 
energetic and detennined 3rd pair with Robeson. 

Despite difficult weather, Bob Clarke and his staff again kept the match grass courts in very sound 
condition, and we are all grateful to them for this. 

Blundell's 
Taunton 
Wellington 
Bryanston 

Won 
Lost 
Won 
Lost 

7 -2 
4-5 
6~-2~ 

2~-6* 

Results 

Marlborough 
Clifton 
Canford 

Won 
Won 
Won 

5 - 4 
5 - 4 
5 - 4 

C.B.G.A. 



2nd VJ 

The depth of tennis ability in the school is illustrated by the fact that no fewer than 11 different 
players represented the 2nd VI during the season. This unusually large number in the squad may have 
contributed to a disappointingly patchy season, with few, if any, settled pairings. The main reason 
for the team not fulfilling its potential, however, is a lack of determination and consistency in matches. 

Next year there will be even more talent to choose from, and with energy and enthusiasm there 
could be the makings of a very strong team. 

C.B.G.A. 

The Team: Hammersley (Capt.), N. Wade, G. Brooking, Woolley, MaxwelJ, Glatthaar, Barrow, 
Drewett, GelJ, Manson, Barker. 

King's, Taunton 
Bryanston 
Marlborough 
Clifton 
Can ford 

Drew 
Won 
Won 
Lost 
Lost 

4~ -4~ 

S-4 

Results 

41-2 - I 1-2 (unfinished) 
3\.l - S\.l 
2\.l-6~ 

Other Results 

Inter-House Tournament: Seniors - Westcott House 
Juniors - Westcott House 

South-West Boys Schools LTA: A. G. Batcup and P. T. Bradshaw represented the school and 
reached the final , losing to Millfield. 

Dorset Schools Cup: Batcup and Bradshaw represented the school and lost to Bryanston in the 
semi-final (score 6 - 7). 

Clark Cup (Boys' Schools LTA, senior): Batcup and Bradshaw lost to King Edward VI, Norwich 
in the first round. Norwich went on to reach the semi-final. 

Milbourn Cup (Boys' Schools LTA, junior): T. J. A. Leask and J. R. Bur~ett represented the school. 
Highgate (the eventual finalists) defeated Sherborne in the first round. Sherborne then defeated 
KCS Wimbledon, Cheltenham, Stowe, and Glyn School, to reach the final of the Plate Event, where 
QEGS Wakefield beat the school 2 - l (Leask lost 0 - 6 , 2 - 6; Burgett won 4 - 6, 6 - 3, 6 - 1; 
Doubles lost 1 - 6, 3 - 6). 

Youll Cup (Public Schools LTA, senior): Radley beat Sherborne 2 - 0 in the 1st round. The team 
was T. P. Arnheim, R. O'N. Allardyce, S. P. T. Robeson, N. D. Wade. 

Thomas Bowl (Public Schools LTA, junior): Sherborne l beat Cranleigh fl and then Stowe II, 
before losing to Merchant Taylors I in the 3rd round. The team was Leask and Burgett. 

C.B.G.A. 



COLTS 

Despite the wet weather after half-term , only one fixture , that against Hampshire Juniors, was 
cancelled because of rain during the summer term. The season was chiefly memorable for the number 
of close matches. There were three fixtures the result of which was in doubt until the completion 
of the final set of the afternoon's play. These were the victory over Clifton and the two draws against 
Bryanston and Marlborough. Both of these last should in truth have been victories; in both matches, 
sets were dropped after tea by Sherbome pairs playing against weaker opposition than those they 
had defeated before tea. This tendency to relax concentration cost us our one defeat - against 
Canford - where a less sluggish approach would have secured our undefeated record. 

Pairings were unsettled throughout the term because the four best players were of more or less 
the same standard. Barry-Taylor had considerable style, but lacked the concentration and aggression 
to use his ability to achieve the results he was capable of. Burgett had perhaps the greatest flair but 
lacked common sense in his tactics. Leask was the most secure and aggressive of volleyers, but was 
rather absent-minded at times. Brand played some remarkable strokes but lacked steady control. 
Macintosh and Moore formed a dogged third pair but found it difficult to compensate for slowness 
about the court. Macdonald and Caines also played in practices and against Canford; both lacked 
confidence in their strokes. 

Most of the eight have practised hard and improved their standard of play and some should cer
tainly be useful members of senior teams next season. 

Played 7 Won4 Drew2 Lost I 

Team: Burgett , J. R., Barry-Taylor, H. S., Brand, R.H. G. (Capt.), Leask, T. J . A., Moore, W. F., 
Macintosh, A. J. Also played: Caines, R. A., Macdonald, H. B. 

R.G.P. 

J un.ior Colts 

Though their results look creditable, it was only in two matches that the team was under any 
pressure. The general weakness was either to play too tentatively or to go for outright winners, 
instead of placing shots intelligently and playing them firmly and deep. Unfortunately tennis at 
preparatory schools seems to instil a love of the baseline and a hazy perception of the tactics of 
doubles play, both of which require some time to remedy. 

Having said this, there was much talent evident in the team and much potential, once nerves are 
overcome and shots are played with more conviction and thought. 

The best match was the one lost against Clifton, when Wyatt-Smith and Bradshaw, at last playing 
with confidence and aggression fora whole afternoon, did not drop a set against a good team. Plewman 
and Caines (a substitute since two of the team were injured), played some splendid defensive rallies, 
returning a series of apparently unplayable shots. 

Sebag-Montefiore, Eggleston and Lee were alJ capable of fine rallies, but also lost too many by 
bizarre lapses of concentration in mid-shot. 

It was satisfying at last to defeat Marlborough at this level, though they had a weak team this year 
and U1e match took place in a tussocky meadow. 

Team: Wyatt-Smith (Captain), Bradshaw, Sebag-Montefiore, Plewman, Eggleston, Lee, Brooking. 

King's, Taunton Colts 
Wellington 
Bryanston 
Marlborough 
Clifton 
Can ford 

Results 

Won 5* -3* 
Won 9-0 
Won 9-0 
Won 5* - 3* 
Lost 4- 5 
Won 5*-3* 
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SWIMMING 1980 

After the promise shown by the swimmers last season, it was hoped that this year would see a 
further development, especially at the younger level, although it looked on paper as if the senior 
squad would probably be weaker than in previous years. 

The opening fixture against Queen's Taunton proved more difficult than expected , mainly due to 
the fact that we were all swimming five lengths, as opposed to the normal four and two; consequently 
the imponance of good turns became evident. ln the end the seniors won comfortably with the 
juniors scrambling through on the last relay. This was followed by Clifton , the first of our "pro
fessional" opponents. Both age groups being decided on the last relay, unfortunately we were on the 
losing end in each case. There then followed a run of six winning matches, including an excellent win 
by the seniors over Bristol G.S. The one major defeat of the season followed at the hands of Kings
wood School, Bath, where not only did we lose both age groups but we only emerged with one 
individual winner, being Alex Nicholl in backstroke. The remaining two matches against Canford and 
King's Taunton proved to be rather one-sided victories. 

Although our strength was undoubtedly in the relays, two individuals merit a word of praise. Not 
only did Alex Henderson perform his duties as secretary with a fair degree of efficiency, he also 
proved to be an accomplished medley swimmer, and when he moved even ts showed some excellent form 
when swimming freestyle. The breaking of John Love's freestyle record was without doubt his major 
achievement. Alex Nicholl remained undefeated throughout the inter-school season, during which 
he not only broke the Under 16 backstroke record on four occasions, but on his one outing for the 
seniors broke their 100 metre record. Unfortunately his unbeaten record disappeared in the inter
house sports when, in a marvellous race, he was just beaten by Nick Lusher. 

Without doubt, for me, the most pleasing feature of the season was not how well the "stars" 
performed, but how well the second and third strings performed. As the saying goes, "you are only 
as strong as the weakest member". 

Finally a word of congratulations to all those who played water polo and finished with a much 
deserved 100% record. Considering the game was introduced as a side-line, the results of this year's 
squad will prove extremely difficult to follow. 

My thanks to Simon Bound for all his help and enthusiasm during his spell as Captain. 

Results 

Seniors Under 16 Water Polo 
Queen's Taunton (A) SS~ 3H~ Won 44 43 Won 6 3 Won 
Clifton (H) 33 42 Lost 35 40 Lost 5 4 Won 
Blundell 's (H) SJ 24 Won 49 26 Won 7 0 Won 
Bristol G .S. (H) 42 33 Won 37 38 Lost 6 4 Won 
Taunton (f-8 53 22 Won 38 37 Won 4 2 Won 
Allhallows H) S6 31 Won 48 27 Won 8 0 Won 
King's Bruton (H) 46~ 28~ Won 48 27 Won 12 1 Won 
Downside (H) 42 33 Won 40 3S Won 6 0 Won 
Kingswood (A) 27 59 Lost 38 48 Lost s 3 Won 
Canford (H) 43 32 Won 46* 28~ Won 7 2 Won 
King's Taunton (H) 43 31 Won so 24 Won s 2 Won 

Matches Won Lost Goals For Goals Against 
Seniors 11 9 2 
Under 16 11 8 3 
Water Polo 11 11 0 71 21 

D.A.S. 
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SAILING CLUB 

Matches: King's, Taunton (A) Won 22* 18* 
Milton Abbey (A) Won 23* 18 
Cranleigh (H) Lost 
Bryanston (A) Drew 20* 20* 
Canford (A) Won 30~ 30~ 
Bradfield (H) Won 27;ll 23* 
0.S.S.S. (H) Lost 30* 30* 
Dartmouth Naval College (A) Won 26 15* 
Charterhouse (H) Lost 2 races to 0 

1980 was a very memorable year for the Sailing Club, not least because of the success of the 
school team, who won five matches and drew one out of nine. The most decisive victory was against 
the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth who, despite being very nice people, were unable to live up to 
their reputation on the water. However, the most satisfying victory was undoubtedly against Bradfield, 
who had thrashed us the year before. King's Taunton provided us with some very exciting sailing in 
heavy seas, and also with a magnificent tea which they had apparently swiped (by mistake, of course) 
from the tennis team! The Latter , if the rumour is true, subsequently fell ill from food poisoning! 

Alastair Gibson and Guy Christie represented the school at tfie Public Schools Championships at 
Itchenor, but only managed a disappointing 18th after the former decided to take up sky-diving 
from a 3rd floor window in the middle of the night (I strongly deny any malicious rumours that I 
was under the influence of alcohol at the time!) 

Tom Gibbon and Richard Evans also went to Banbridge, and explain their lack of victory by the 
fact that they drew the worst boat! 

As usual, the O.S. fixtures were enjoyed by all, and our thanks are due to all those who provided 
us with a most enjoyable cruising weekend in the Solent. 

A good season was also enjoyed by the Cruising Section of the Club, with an average attendance 
of 30 at .the Poole week-ends. Our thanks are due to John Mitchell who sacrificed many of his week
ends to perform the more mundane task of making sure that everything ran smoothly; to June 
Cropley for providing moral support, transport and doughnuts for the committee meetings; to Steve 
for transporting (at supersonic speeds!) the team to several matches and to Tom Gibbon for his able 
Captaincy. Finally, our thanks are due to Andrew Yorke, whose dedication and persevering patience 
make the Sailing Club! 

Team: T . Gibbon (Capt.), A. Gibson, G. Cluistie, R. Cronk, H. Morgan , J . Crofts-Davis, R. Evans. 
A. J. L Gibson (Hon. Sec.) 
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SCHOOL HOUSE 

As the summer term drew to a close I'm sure Mr. Higginbottom heaved a sigh of relief as he came 
to the end of his first year as housemaster of School House. Not I'm sure because he disliked the 
experience but because he looked forward to a well-deserved rest for himself and his family. 

The house has survived its first year of new leadership and emerged not only unscathed but perhaps 
with a welcome change of flavour or emphasis. The most noticeable changes to the outside observer, 
however, are yet to come during the summer holidays. The dayroom is to retreat to where the present 
reading room is; which in turn will take the place of the dormitory which will move to the end of the 
first corridor at the expense of fou r studies. School House is suffering the cuts of school expansion, 
but the formula decided on , although complicated, should be the best. 

Well, what of our achievements? We won the athletics cup. Also, for the first time for a number 
of years an ex-head of house is to be head of school. Our congratulations to Andrew Spink, and good 
wishes to John Higgins who is to take over his former post. 

Andrew Down 
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ABBEY HOUSE 

After the travesty of a report, written by an unauthorized hand, that crept anonymously into 
these pages in your last issue, I feel it is time to put the record straight as regards Abbey House. 

On the athletic front, Jonathan Turner, Andrew Quinlan, Michael Webb and sometimes Nicholas 
Ford were on the first XI, Turner particularly distinguishing himself in scoring well over seven hun
dred runs in the seaosn, the highest total recorded for some years. Lower down the house, William 
Moore, Sebastian Barry-Taylor, Nigel Sebag-Montefiore and Miles Wyatt-Smith were on the Colts 
and Junior Colts tennis teams, and they later represented Abbey House in the Colts section of the 
inter-house tennis tournament, where they were only very narrowly defeated by Westcott in the final. 
The House cricket teams are also worthy of mention, in that only one match was lost in the course 
of the season. Finally, fom young athletes from the House did well in the pentathlon, Waddy and 
Wheal taking first and second individual prizes respectively, and, together with Abate and Gallop, 
these four took the third-foan team prize. Despite the efforts of these and others, however, the 
House seemed to run and swim particularly slowly in the relevant competitions. 

On a more general note, James Nicholson's memorable swan-song on the oboe cannot go un
mentioned, and neither can Michael Wright's two performances in the same concert in the Abbey 
at Commem., one on the organ and the other on the clarinet. Also at Commem. Alastair Gibson 
gave a stirring performance on the violin, in Bach's double concerto. Earlier on in the term, David 
Sheil had a picture accepted for the Under-18's Cadbury's National Art Exhibition in London. 
Meanwhile, two former members of the House, Julian Wightwick and William Russell-Smith, have 
both gained firsts at Cambridge, in Maths and Engineering respectively. The House can also claim the 
distinction of having provided Heads of the School for six out of the last seven terms. Lastly , a few 
words of thanks and appreciation are due to our House tutors, Messrs. Wellby, Patterson, Niven 
and Beavon , and we welcome to their ranks Mr. Ellis. 

T. D. W. Jackson 

THE GREEN 

Overall the Green had a successful term both athletically and academically when reasonable 'O' 
and 'A' level results were gained. The house reconfirmed its sporting reputation which recently had 
been somewhat maligned, by taking the major honour on Sports Day. 

On the domestic front we have been lucky enough to acquire a new Matron, Miss Taylor, who has 
just completed her first full term. We wish her a long and happy stay. 

Unfortunately we say good.bye to all our U6th except for two Oxbridge candidates, one of whom, 
A. Lane, takes over from C. Pnce as Head of House. 

Looking forward to next term, a major item of interest must surely be the eagerly anticipated 
Green House Play: "The Fire Raisers". On entering a field in which the house has previously not 
flourished, we wish all the budding actors and D.P.K.C., the producer, the best of luck . Watch out 
Lyon! 
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HARPER HOUSE 

This Summer term seemed to be plagued by some\Vhat adverse weather conditions, and the cus
tomary array of semi-naked bodies on top of the air-raid shelter was conspicuously absent for all but 
a few days. Despite this setback, the house seemed to function smoothly , if not flourish, under 
Head of House Nie Wade. The House was generally well-represented in Ute various sporting oppor
tunities available , the most notable example being Jerry Blackburn as Captain of the successful 1st XI 
cricket team. Harper also managed to produce one regular and one not so regular member of the 
I st VI tennis, with other representing the school with varying degrees of success in both swimming 
and Athletics. On the Academic side, the latter part of the term was dominated by the 'O' and 'A' 
level exams, the results of which are currently being awaited with a certain trepidation. The now 
customary House Lunch over Commem. was yet another casualty owing to the unseasonal weather. 
For the first time within living memory -the last three years - Lunch had to be held inside; but the 
usual high standard of the cuisine was unaffected. Towards the end of term Betty Chalmers sadly 
announced that she would be leaving, after five very much appreciated years as Housekeeper. Clearly 
she found the prospect of tending to ageing royalty more appealing than managing 70 unsavoury 
teenagers. We all hope to see her briefly next term, and also to wish her, and Princess Alice, every 
happiness at her new post. It is also a time of parting for the few remaining members of our Upper 
6th, and we wish them all the success in the future. 

James George 

ABBEYLANDS 

Sport was played in a fine and gentlemanly spirit, which contributed to great enjoyment, but 
limited success. There was one notable team victory, in which the fourth form won their pentathlon 
competition. 

The literary life of Abbeylands is flourishing, and another excellent edition of the house magazine 
"Landmark" was published. Simon Maine-Tucker has started a new school magazine, "Telegram", 
which as yet has not received the recognition and support that this brave venture deserves. 

The house is again much indebted to Jerry Lane; who has restrained himself from making speeches, 
and us from anarchy. 

The bathroom and Wimbledon provided welcome distractions during exams. The bathroom was to 
be modernised, and this meant the baths had to be sacrificed in the name of progress. The baths 
unwilling to leave put up a struggle, but were forced to succumb. The floor shocked by this harsh 
treatment collapsed. As a result Abbeylands now boasts not only new showers but also a brand new 
bathroom floor. 

Finally on behalf of the house I must wish the leavers all the best for the future, and also wish 
the Oxbridge candidates good luck for their examinations next term. 

LYON HOUSE 

Lyon has struck an interesting blend of activity and passivity this term. James and Nicholas left 
us to empty Abbey lands beer cellar, but this void was more than completely filled by the arrival of 
a 14-week old red setter (called Sa ya) whose frenzied attempts to be sick from eating floor disinfec
tant has been compared to a milk carton bouncing around the bargeyard at 3 a.m. 

Nevertheless the house has managed to distinguish itself in sports - we achieved two Colts records 
in the relays and won the House Tennis League for the second year running; Ted and Larry proved 
useful members of the I st XI, while it should also be mentioned that Lyon saw the only team of 
lunatics to complete the 45 mile Ten Tors course. 

We say goodbye this term to Joe, Giles, Adrian, Ellis, Antony , Ted, Richard, Peter and Charlie, 
wishing them a pleasant and profitable interlude before they discover their results, and we wish all 
the best for our new head of house. 
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WESTCOTT 

During the past year Westcott has yet again done its best to prove that the west end is indeed the 
best end of Sherbome. The house has worked hard throughout and all that remains is for the results 
to cap a generally successful year. On the garnesfields we certainly haven't been idle, reaching all 
three rugger finals; but, not wishing to appear selfish, we only allowed ourselves to retain the three 
cock. The house hockey was spoilt by the weather, but we reached the final of the 6-a-side com
petition only to be beaten by Lyon. In the Trinity term the house woke up again and swept the 
board in the swimming pool with convincing wins in the swimming and water polo competitions. 
We repeated the feat on the tennis courts with some not-so-convincing wins. On the school games 
front Westcott made a valuable contribution that included a disproportionate number of captains;
Alex James (1st XV), Andy Wilson (1st XI), Simon Bound (swimming), Richard Openshaw (1st V 
squash), George Tice who was unprecedented in being captain of all three main sports at colts level, 
and his younger brother who captained the U-14 cricket and the U-14 West of England hockey teams; 
and finall"'. Stuart Millar who led the U-14 hockey. All of them are to be congratulated on their 
efforts. 

The house has been well led during the year, firstly by Alex James and latterly by Simon Bound 
whose strict regin1e, although somewhat resented, has been very conducive to work and sport. The 
fabric of ilie house has been slowly chang!ns.i and although changes have not been as radical as my 
predecessors suggested, they have definitely been (or the "better. However , the shortage of studies 
is still chronic. 

Our timeless housemaster has just entered his last year(?) in that office, and at ilie time of writing 
there has been much interest , and (dare I say) money laid upon the identity of his successor. In the 
meantime, suffice to say that Westcott has enjoyed another good year under hin1, thanks to his 
speedy appraisal of any situation and his ever-helpful coaching pep talks at half-time. 

And finally it only remains (to quote WAC) to wish all those who are leaving the best of luck in 
their future careers. 

S. M. Spearing 

THE DIGBY 

Other than the momentous feat of reaching the final of the L6 Soccer Competition the Digby 
ctid not excel themselves in any of the inter-house sporting events this term. This must have been 
due to the feverish pre-exam activity that grasped the house at least a week before the advent of 
0 and A levels. But last-minute revision must have paid off judging by the house's excellent results 
at both levels. 

The end of the summer term, always a mixture of sadness and euphoria (though usually more of 
the latter), saw the departure of Pete Caines and his team of prefects and hallkeepers who have run 
the house with unobtrusive efficiency this year. We wish them all luck. We also said goodbye to 
Simon Gates who must have been the longest serving Digby member of staff. He has left Sherbome 
for the more cosmopolitan atmosphere of Brighton with the aim of, among other things, marriage. 
His departure will be a great loss to the house but we wish him success in his conjugal aspirations. ln 
his place we welcome next tenn Dr. Mercer as a house tutor. 

Adrian Clarke 
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